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Abstract:

Despite of the widespread management practicing everywhere in organizations, a grantee
that this practicing was always correctly occurred has never been established. The
justification to such an argumentative issue was too much hub revolving around the
managerial background of the organizations managers. Do all practitioners of management
are originally specialist and/or well qualified in this area? Whether the answer is far
logically no, do the organizations administered by those who are management non
specialist practitioners could effectively perform to the extent that may allow them to play
their role as it is expected? Answering these questions, this research is striving to facilitate
presenting the correct managerial knowledge and/or concept to those managers who are
management non-specialists. Fulfilling this task it highlights the role to be done by
epistemology, as the field of knowledge that’s tackling the knowledge philosophy, origins,
limits, foundations and sources so as to specify, by the use of knowledge sufficiency/
insufficiency criteria, to what extent the espoused knowledge is true or false. In other
words, the research focus was to replace the incorrect concept of management, that’s
espoused by management non-specialist practitioners based upon their own opinions rather
than the sufficient knowledge, with an academically correct one that’s based upon a
sufficient knowledge of the area. As so, within the context of a methodical framework a
literature review has to be conducted for theoretically justi~ing the research subject by
showing somehow the negative gap to fill up. At the same direction an exploratory study
was conducted first for showing that the governmental hospitals’ failure to play the role
expected by them, second for initially showing that this most probably occurs due to their
top managers’ non-adoption to the correct management concept. A conceptual framework
has been constituted to build a theo-hypothetical model. The concern was statistically
testing a path of two interrelated hypotheses. One was to examine the relation between the
failure of these hospitals to play the role expected by them and the non-adoption of their
top-managers to the academically correct concept of management. The other was to
examine whether the non-adoption of the top-managers to the academically correct concept
of management is due to their need to get this concept epistemologically simplified rather
than specifically specialized one or not. This was taken place through an empirical study,
within which a stratified random sample of (214) sampling units, or doctors who are top-
managing the above mentioned governmental hospitals, has been targeted, as
representatives of a geographically distributed homogenous research population of (539)
individuals. Statistically verifying the correction of these two hypotheses it was concluded
that there is a shortage in providing simply this concept to be easily considered. Particularly
by those managers who are management non-specialist practitioners. The recommendation
was basically to turn the attention of management authors to the use of epistemology for
easily presenting the management concept, so as to get it more practically perceived and as
a consequence widely adopted.

Keywords:

Trying versus repeating, exploiting versus using, human versus non-human resources,
technical versus behavioral functions, original versus derivative activities, means versus
objectives, changeable versus changing environment, efficiency versus optimality,
effectiveness versus success, fcasible versus available, so as to versus to, through versus by,
practicing versus experiencing, organizational versus individual, first versus last, and
epistemology versus management.
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Introduction:

The call, for long, to have a reality-fitting management concept was
theoretically met by a large body of research. However the efforts made in
this area were more often than not restricted within the management
specialization-loop. That’s why these attempts unfortunately were
insufficient reason for practically achieving the widespread of the
academically correct management concept and/or knowledge.

In management thought, there were too many undeniable indications
that management as field of knowledge or discipline has always been
utilizing some other fields of knowledge such as; psychology, sociology,
anthropology, and others. This has been observably occurred throughout
the evolutionary constitution of the field knowledge and concepts.

Even though, there was a lack of research work, that’s seriously
conducted for utilizing the other fields of knowledge in practically
facilitating the communication and prevalent of this concept. In other
words, benefiting from other fields of knowledge in communicating this
concept was unequal to utilizing them before in constituting it.

This research is substantially concerned with participating in the filling
up of such a theoretical gap. It is precisely focused on using epistemology
to communicate the management concept, through making it easily
considered and being extensively well-known. Particularly by those who
are management non-specialist practitioners.

Thus, the research literature review has to be two-fold, on the one hand
tackling the management concept, on the other hand, addressing the
epistemology concept. The objective was to show how the latter may allow
an easily provision to the former.

Research literature review:

Management concept:

For those who are particularly specialists it may be given to say that
management thought, all the way through its successively different phases,
has wealthily been loaded with too many definitions of management.
These definitions have actually come as a collective fitting to the varied
streams included by every single phase.

Scientific school was focusing on developing basics and bases of
scientific methods to work (Taylor, 1911, Locke, 1982, Wrege &
Greenwood, 1991, and Wrege & Hodgetts, 2000), the administrative and
functional school emphasized on the managerial functions and principles
rather than work methods (ReId, 1995, and Wren, 2001). Bureaucracy was
sufficiently focusing on the regulations and routine work (Mayer, 1943,
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MacRae, 1974, and Jacoby, 2004). A human relation was much more
interested with individual as human rather than machines (Barnard 1938,
1968, Graham, 1995, and Smith, 1998,). Behaviorists have taken
management another step forward when considering the role of sociology,
anthropology, and psychology in the complexity of managing people
(George, 1972, Howell, 1995, and Dessler, 1999)..

Quantitative management theory was two fold concerned (Martinez,
2001). On the one hand operation management have positively highlighted
the role to be done by models, simulations, games and other production
measurement techniques that are applied to manufacturing or service
industries (Santos, Powell, and Sarshar, 2002). On the other hand the
information management that has lately become computer-based ones or
E-MIS to provide managers with the information required for the decision
making process (Marquardr, 1996). The systems theory has gone into two
related streams, one thats interested in seeing organization as a whole
system interacts with its environment through inputs and outputs and
contains many integrated sub-systems (Wren & Bedeian, 1994 and
Dettmer, 2003)), the other is interested in the cumulative energy of synergy
that considers the whole as greater than the sum of its parts (Kast, and
Rosenzweig, 1972). This theory helped managers to view the
interrelationship within organizations while considering that the
complexity of organizations may result in being overly cautious (Mockler,
1968).

In spite of the variables, flexibility and adaptation that are making up
ingredients and considerations of the contingency management theory
(Luthans, and Stewart, 1977), the latter was largely drawing upon the past
to accommodate the present and predict the future as well (Wren, 2005 &
Turengul, 2007). Contingency approach has turned the managers’ attention
to develop failback positions and think creatively (Wren and Greenwood,
1998). The contribution of systems thinking theory could be shown in brief
through focusing on the managers’ views and decisions based upon
perceptions versus truths and/or facts (O’Connor, 1999 & Checkland,
1999) and managers’ positions as internal or from inside the system eye
versus external or from outside the system eye (Checkland and Casar
1986), the core was the source and perspective of the view.

Quality management theory has passed through three main phases.
First, the Kaizen approach that’s considered quality pays for itself over
time, accordingly small incremental steps of improvement may be required
(Chandler, 1978). Second, the re-engineering approach that’s based upon
the assumption that change is a constant, it will always occur either
gradually or radically (Wang, 1995 and Weathersby, 1999). Third, the
TQM that is building on the fact that quality should not be but the task of
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every one and every thing within the organization (Cuip, Smith, & Abbot,
1994 and Mole, 2000).

Strategic management approach was concerned with making managers
taking into consideration things like organization vision, philosophy,
mission, strategy, policy, programs, tactic, and technique, wherever the
level of planning as a total, business, or even functionally oriented (Klein
& Debruine, 1995, Noda & Bower, 1996 and Andersen, 2000). It gives a
greater importance to the organization-environment critically inseparable
linkage, showing how environmental analysis has to be given the priority
of whatever the sort of organization (Leavitt, 1989, De Kluyver, 2000 and
Stiles, 2001).

Management by crises is the approach of management that concerned
with either using or avoiding crisis for getting objectives attained (Mitroff
& Pearson, 1993 and Racherla, & HU, 2009). The management of crisis
was a different approach to show the difference to be taken into account by
managers When striving to reach a balance point in facing crisis, and
treating complexities versus reaching a resolution in dealing with problems
(Lagadec, 1993 and Mitroff & Pearson, 1996). The governing factor herein
will be the different characteristics of each sort of these problematic
situations (Booth, 1993).

The MEP that show how managers could allow their subordinators to
participate in developing the criteria and/or objectives so as to create a
higher level of their commitment concerning the works leads to these
objectives (Hatch, 1997). MBO has been built on clearly speci~’ing and
employing the objectiyes as the only criteria to use in evaluating the
employee performance and the level of achievement (Greenwood, 1981).
MBE was an approqch of managing the controlling process that’s depend
upon the exceptional intervention of managers only in the case of the not
allowed deviations so as to give much more priority for serious corrections
urgently required and putting things on course rather than involving in the
criteria that have already been met in a correct way (Duncan, 1989 and
Mickelwait &Wooldridgc, 1996). Teamwork management is the most
suitable approach of management in situations, managerial levels, and
organizations in which the nature of work and/or workers impose a high
degree of cooperation rather than individuality (Drucker, 1946, John &
Peter, 2002 and Mabey & Finch-lees, 2008).

The theory of chaos is dealing with managerial blocking up(Watson,
1995), it used to be employed when managers faced with long static or
unacceptable circumstances in which they have no way but to create sort of
chaos to see what positive consequences it may result in (Swanson &
Oates, 1989 and Kiessling, & Richey, 2007). This chaos could be occurred
as an organized one with certain references for relatively directing it, or
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unorganized since it automatically occurs with no backing reference
(Watson, Blackstone & Gardiner, 2007 and Wren, 2009).

However, there is a big difference between having had a definition to
management that may reflect the view of just an author, stream of authors
or even certain phase of management thought, and being aware of the
management concept that’s commonly known by the management efficient
specialists as a summation of all the theories and schools of management,
regardless of the difference that may be faced in formulation and/or
wording.

It may be too hard even for the majors and specialists in the field of
management to have a correctly aggregate concept of management except
if they were proficiently given the opportunity to get into an extendedly
sufficient awareness and absorption to all the written work and theories
contained by the management thought. Even if this obstruction could be
crossed over in the case of management specialists, one maf be still
curious about their capability to adopt and apply what has been
theoretically considered by them. If the case was so for the managers who
are originally management specialists. What about those ;nanagers who are
practicing management without being originally speciaist in such a field,
logically it will be a hardily undertaken job.

How can we make these non-specialists managen~~nt practitioners able
to consider, adopt and apply a correct concept to nanagement? To what
extent could epistemology provide help in fulfillins such a task?

Epistemology concept:

This research could be one of those having the potential to highlight the
contribution of epistemology to management studies. This is so, because it
makes a clear and strong argument in favor of placing practically
epistemology in so far as methodology at fle centre of management
research. Far too often, in this area, epistei logical concerns have been
neglected in favor of methodological ones.

The interest of methodology has alwys been focused on logically
tackling by use of research the path thc may be taken by knowledge
(Easterby-Smith, 1991). It focuses on the organization of knowledge
(Smith, 1975). For instance methodolE)’ used to show how phenomena
are indicating problems (Hakim, 19F), how hypotheses lead to reasons
and/or initiate resolutions (Hussey .id Hussey 1997), how introductions
lead to consequences (Adams & sr.vaneveldt, 1991), how causes result in
effects (Kirk, 1982 and Remtny et a!, 1998 ), how new variables are
experimentally occurring resulchange (Cook & Campbell, 1979), how
could the first phase through a iarrative way show the final one (Sekaran,
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1983), how could the real failure create the normative theory (Katz, 1966
and Kerlinger, 1986), how similarities could analytically show differences
(Kaplan, 1979), how core points may begotten by grounded theory (Glaser
and Strauss, 1967) and soon.

Unlike what is mentioned above epistemology is concerned with the
philosophy of knowledge (Dancy, 1991). This could be collectively
shown through the three aspects of its area of interest. Firstly, in terms of
the lcnowledge sourcing it investigates the issue of how we know what we
know (Tomberlin, 1999), and herein too many streams are involved in
differentiating amongst impressions (Greco and Sosa,1999), perceptions,
truths, facts, and mentalities those include thinking, analysis,
interpretation, storming, connections and others (Lewis, 1996). Secondly,
regarding the knowledge tackling it investigates the issue of how could we
criticize what we know (BonJour, 2002), accordingly there were too
many frameworks of knowledge criticism, those classically established in
literature to express directions such as realism, ffinctionalism, positivism,
subjectivism, rationalism, empiricism, constructivism, coherentism, and
additionally the successive pragmatic and/or modem frameworks of
criticizing knowledge (Steup, M. (2005). Thirdly, with respect to
producing, introducing and/or providing knowledge to others, it
investigates the issue of people knowledge adequacy/inadequacy
(Boufoy, 2005), it points out that when people get insufficient knowledge
concerning some field, as being neither majors nor specialists, their
inadequate knowledge concerning this certain field is considered as fake or
false. Accordingly the part correctly knows? How could the independent
fields of knowledge allowed to people - as segmented whole of different
specialists - collectively allowed to all people regardless of the varied
fields of specialization (Hay, 2008)? How the whole body of knowledge
could be correctly allowed to all people? How could the whole body of
knowledge deployed for simply providing certain field of knowledge
(Bovens and Hartrnann, 2003)?

Despite of the difficulty and impracticality to have such an objective
generally achieved, epistemology can have a justifiable role in this
direction in some particular fields of knowledge such as management.
Since management is practiced by all managers regardless of their
background or even area of specialization. It is nearly like salt in food.

To sum up the focus of this research is to show how to utilize
epistemology for simply facilitating the practical consideration of the
management concept, specifically for the managers who are practicing
management without being originally specialist in this field. How could the
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whole body of knowledge deployed for providing the concept of
management to these managers?

The justification to this could be highlighted by recognizing that the
lack of knowledge about such a concept by this sort of managers is most
probably resulting in their adoption to a fake or false one. They will have
no way but to stick with their own espoused concepts rather than the right
or academic concept that should be in use.

The subject of using epistemology for practically facilitating the
consideration of the right management concept by those managers or
practitioners who are originally non-specialist in management is
meeting a gap to fill up in management literature, as a consequence
this theoretically justifying the conduction of this research.

Research Problem:

Table (1) Results of exploratory study

Measure cells and weights x

N

ri~
C c-ri a- c.~ ~

ri2~ > ~oo ~- ~0cn -,
Axesandvariables on ri~ ~, rio ri

~°e on< .t<Ct —. ‘ a. c~
o~ ft ft 0~

tt Ct ~ ri.
~-

~t
0-

I 2 3 4 5
Section 1

Both actual & expected roles
are congruent- —

Concerning the emergency 2 3 1 20 24 4.22
role —

Concerning the treatment role 4 I 2 19 24 4.16
Concerning the health- I 2 1 24 22 4.28
maintenance role —

Concerning the health-serving 2 3 2 18 25 4.22
role —

Concerning the educational 3 3 I 20 23 4.14
role — 4.24
Concerning the research role 2 1 I 20 26 4.34
Concerning the self- 3 ~ 2 22 21 4.12
development role —

Concerning the field I I 3 18 27 4.38
Integrative role
Concerning the self- 2 I 2 20 25 4.30
development role —

Concerning the social I 21 22 4.20
responsibility
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Section 2
Hospitals capability to play their role
as it is expected, is unconditionally
based upon their adoption to the right
management concept:
Concerning the emergency role 4 3. 1~ ZO 22 ~
Concerning the treatment role 2 3 3 20 22 4.14
Concerning the health-maintenance 1 2 2 22 23 4.28
role
Concerning the health-serving role 3 3 2 21 21 4.08
Concerning the educational role 2 2 1 20 25 4.28 4 22
Concerning the research role 1 1 1 21 26 4.40
Concerning the self-development role 3 1 1 24 21 4.18
Concerning the field Integrative role 1 1 2 21 25 4.36
Concerning the self-development role 2 1 2 20 25 4.30
Concerning the social responsibility 3 3 2 20 22 4.10
role

Source: Established based upon the primary data collected by exploratory study

For really justi~’ing the research problem, an exploratory study has to be
conducted based upon structured interviews. The interviews main question
that has been directed to a targeted group of (50) interviewees was; to what
extent you consider that the organization you are working in is actually
performing its role as it is expected by it?

As shown in detail in section (1) by Table (1) at minimum (43)
individuals or (86%) of interviewees have gone with initial consideration
of research problem, while at maximum (7) individuals or (14%) of
interviewees were distributed between the other cells of scale to indicate
oppositely the anti-initial consideration of problem.

At the same table, the results mentioned above have been supported by
using horizontal weighted average of responses, concerning every single
sub-variable partially expressing one aspect of the research problem; it was
at minimum (4.12). The vertical weighted average of all the included sub-
variables was considered as well, it was (4.24). Both of them were
exceeding (3) as the ranking value of the middle cell of the employed scale
with a difference equal to (1.12) and (1.24) respectively.

In another complementary question that was “To what extent do you
consider that the capability of the governmental hospitals to play the
different roles as expected by them is not conditionally based upon their
adoption to the right managen~ent concept?

The interviewee answers were as shown in section (2) by Table (1).
The lowest number of interviewees who agree with a conditional
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relationship was (42) individuals or (84%) while the highest number of
interviewees who disagree with the conditional relationship plus those who
have taken neutral response was (8) individuals or (16%). This orientation
has been verified by the lowest limit of the horizontal weighted average
value that was (4.06) and also the vertical value of weighted average that
was (4.22).

However, this problem could be statement-expressed in the say that
“there is a lack of congruency between the role actually done and the role
to be done by the governmental hospitals’. The questions gradually come
up by this problem are; does the incongruence of roles return back to the
non-adoption of the right management concept? If so does this could be
returned back to the insufficient motivation to adopt such a right concept?
If so does the lack of rnotivation to adopt the right concept return back to
the inability to consider this concept? If so could epistemology facilitate a
simple presentation to this concept particularly to those non-specialist
management practitioners?

It should be pointed out that during interviews there was a sufficient
room for quarry and comment concerning all the variables included by
Table (1). This was not only for considering the research problem but also
for the purpose of building research questions, hypotheses and model later
on.

Research objectives:

o Evaluating the actual role of Egyptian hospitals compared with the
expected role that should be done by them.

o Evaluating to what extent the top managers of these hospitals are adopting
an academically correct management concept.

o Establishing a theo-hypothetical model that’s based upon a two-side
conceptual framework, for empirically examining the relationship between
the adoption/non-adoption of governmental hospital top manager’s to the
right management concept and the success/failure of these hospitals to play
their role as expected by them.

Showing analytically how epistemology is the field that’s interested in the
philosophy of knowledge could be usedtO facilitate the presentation of the
right management concept to be easily adopted by governmental hospitals’
top managers as originally non~specisli5t practitioners of management.

Research hypotheses:
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• There is no statistically indicative significant relationship between; on the
one hand, the lack of congruency between the role actually done and the
role to be done by the governmental hospitals, and on the other hand, the
lack of their top managers motivation and/or interest to adopt an
~cadernically-based rather than self-based concept of management in these
hospitals.

• There is no statistically indicative significant relationship between; on the
one hand, the lack of top-managers motivation and/or interest to adopt an
academically-based rather than self-based concept of management in
governmental hospital, and on the other hand their need for more
epistemologically simplified concept rather than specifically specialized
one.

The latter independent variable could be branched into (16) sub-variables
as follows:

Their need for epistemologically considering “flying versus repeating”.
(Hypothesis 2/1).
Their need for episternologically considering “exploiting versus using
resources”. (Hypothesis 2/2).
Their need for epistemologically considering “efficiency versus
optimality”. (Hypothesis 2/3).
Their need for epistemologically considering “feasible versus available
resources”. (Hypothesis 2/4).
Their need for epistemologically considering “organizational vs.
individual work”. (Hypothesis 2/5)
Their need for epistemologically considering “work through versus by
others”. (Hypothesis 2/6)
Their need for epistemologically considering “practice versus
experience”. (Hypothesis 2/7)
Their need for epistemologically considering “behavioral versus
technical functions”. (Hypothesis 2/8)
Their need for epistemologically considering “original versus
derivative activities”. (Hypothesis 2/9)
Their need for epistemologically considering “ordering versus
priority”. (Hypothesis 2/10)
Their need for epistemologically considering “so as to versus to reach
objectives. (Hypothesis 2/11)
Their need for epistemologically considering “effectiveness versus
success criteria “. (Hypothesis 2/12)
Their need for epistemologically considering “means versus purposes
and/or ends”. (Hypothesis 2/13)
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Their need for epistemologically considering “changeable versus
changing environment’. (Hypothesis 2/14)
Their need for epistemologically considering ‘first versus last
condition of management”. (Hypothesis 2/15)
Their need for epistemologically considering “last versus first
condition of management”. (Hypothesis 2/16)

Research Methodology:

a Research population and sample:

The field of this research is empirically represented in governmental
hospitals; those are formally followed to the ministry of health. The
research population was specifically identified in the top managers of these
governmental hospitals. Accordingly the size of population was (539)
hospital top manager exactly the same as the real number of this kind of
hospitals.

Due to the availability of a list of population members’ accessible
names, positions, telephone numbers, and e-mail addresses it was easy to
depend on population for choosing a probability sample. Despite of the
research population homogeneity in terms of the measurement objective it
is geographically heterogeneous because of the distribution of its members
or units on hospitals located in seven regions of the country and a different
number of cities included in each region. That’s why it was preferable to
rely on a stratified random sample to consider the balance effect of
geographical factor as much as the similarity factor on the sampling
process. The classic way of writing the data of population members in a
small piece of paper was the one based upon in withdrawing the sample
units, in other words it was the sampling process technique.

The sample size has totally specified as (214) sampling unit. It was
calculated according to the two equations of ( n z2 *p *q / d2 and then nO

n 1(1+ nfN) to be { n = (1.96)2 ~ 0.80 0 0.20/ (0.04)2 (354.3876), and
so the nO = 354. 3876 / 1+ (354. 3876 / 539) = 213.80968, approx. = (214)
sampling units].

The sampling unit — which is originally the population unit — was
characterized in the doctors who are individually occupying the top or
highest position as managers to the whole entity of governmental hospital.

Questionnaire design and data collection:

In terms of the instrument of data collection, the exploratory study was
essentially based upon the structured interviews, while the main field study
is conducted only by the use of questionnaire. The questionnaire design has
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been subjected to the most fitting conditions. Variables to measure were
actually expressed in a font of a mix of short and extended statements that
are entitled as groups or axes to be easily considered. Flowever, it was
taken into account that words have to be generally understandable,
technically simple, precisely indicative, and out of double meaning.

The governing factor in ordering the questionnaire was the
commonsense of research subject that was reflected by the logic sequence
of the hypotheses and also the included variables and sub-variables. There
was a sufficient room for questions and answers, as well as margins that
made the data collection instrument looks more attractive and comfortable.

Alphabetical letters and serial numbers have sequentially been applied
in conjunction for coding the questions, variables and sub-variable
included in questionnaire according to the very common way of ordering.
This coding is actually committed with, in making the computer data-entry
and analysis.

With a little bit changing in wording to fit the aspects which are subject
to measurement it could be said that the scale depended on was Liker-type
scale. However it may be more precise to say it was Likert-based scale
rather than Likert scale.

Questionnaire validity and reliability.

Due to the main dependency on questionnaire as a primary data
collection instruments in conducting the empirical study of this research,
the questionnaire validity and reliability were sufficiently given a
particular importance. The interviewees - as members of research
population - who have been investigated in the exploratory study were to
be used quantitatively and qualitatively again in establishing the
questionnaire validity and reliability.

Verifying the validity about five group-interviews have been held, each
one was for about two hours and half with a number often doctors working
as top managers of governmental hospitals in every single one of the
group-interviews. This results in; first ensuring face validity through
excluding word and form deficiency and irrelevancy, second verifying the
content validity as well through getting confirmed that item and non-item
aspects are most suitable in terms of quantity and quality to measure the
concepts for which they were existed in the measure.

In addition to this, another six individual interviews have been held
with academic staff. Three professors were specialist in management and
three professors were specialist in medicine to examine the same two
objectives of face and content validity of questionnaire. As a consequence
many rather than few extractions and adjustments in different portions of
the questionnaire concerning wording, formulation, ordering, logic,
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sequence, and layout have been occurred to give a large room of consensus
and a prime indication of consistency.

Establishing the reliability the valid questionnaire has separately been
distributing on the targeted (50) governmental hospital top managers. The
objective was to verify the accuracy of the measure, which has been
proved in this research case by the homogeneity amongst the responses
concerning the measure’s included items, or in other words the inter-item
correlation.

Item-subgroup and item-group correlations have been statistically
testified to show a lowest limit of correlation coefficient equal to (0.9006)
and (0.9113) in order. It indicated a very high level of measure
consistency. Moreover, it has depended on these high levels of inter-item
correlation to calculate C. alpha to show minimum values in the two cases
equal to (0.9706) and (0.9926) respectively. Other details could be shown
in Table (2).

It has come out that the highest values of alpha if item excluded from
the sub-groups number (Cl),(C2), (C3), (C4), (C5), (C6), (C7), (CS), (C9),
(ClO), (Cl 1), (C12), (C13), (C15), and (C16) were (0.9843), (0.9903),
(0.9871), (0.9845), (0.9838), (0.9847), (0.9928), (0.9881), (0.9711),
(0.9867), (0.9843), (0.9882), (0.9851), (0.9934), (0.9903) and (0.9625) in
order. Those were lower than the parallel values of alpha if all items
included in the same sub-groups which respectively were (0.9856),
(0.9921), (0.9887), (0.9884), (0.9858), (0.9886), (0.9933), (0.9906),
(0.9737), (0.9885), (0.9856), (0.9901), (0.9873), (0.9930), (0.9917), and
(0.9706) in each case of comparison. It has been found as well that the
maximum values of alpha if item deleted from the groups number (A),(B),
and (C), were (0.9922), (0.9929), and (0.9982), in order. Those were lower
than the values of alpha if all items have not been deleted from the same
groups, which were (0.9926), (0.9937), and (0.9989) respectively.

A comparison in each case could be obviously shown by the Table (2).
This indicated that there is no need for item-excluding and the whole
research questionnaire is properly valid and reliable as an instrument for
primary data collection.
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Table (2) ReliabIlity arid validity

C Alphaif C Aiphapt C Alpha C Alpha
Irernseb- Item oiliness tOtem fall

No Var No Sub var moob excbjded included 1~m ~ e,ck,dsd teresa
corelarron teens serb- In sub- 0 00 hone Included

oreup greek geseap Ire geoub

4W The emergency role 0 9626 0 9909 44
&W 12 Thu treutrneat role o 9770 0 9904
Wfli 8 4 The health maintenance role 0 9688 0 9805

~3. g Thehealth seMng role ~ 0 9600 0 9908
gL~ ~V Thseducational role 09741 0 9906

jç Theresearcia role w ~ ~ %4j2~

4. B ~ 4 Theeell duvelopmentrole 0 9690 0 9908
~ The cooperaffvetntegnsilva role 0 9799 0 9905 ei4p
43. ~ it The edt development role 0 9528 0 9913

4 The socral responsibility role 0 9543 0 9911

$A. > Concerning the PhIlosophy 0 9738 0 9918 3.
~‘t 0 ConcernIng thevlulon 0 9657 0 9918

~ 2 ~ Concernlngthe missIon a 9721 0 9916
14 concernlngtheefrueegy ~ 09631 09919

~ Concenulngthepoilcea 0 9807 09914
4~ Coecnrnlngtheprograms iT hi hi 09435 09924 44
4 ~•8 ~ Concerning tlretactlcs ~ 09829 09913 4
~3.i c ~ Concerning the techniques 0 9704 0 9924 4W
44 Coqcenslrsg thefunctlone 0 9722 0 9919

4k Concerning the decisions
~ ~e Whos trying the maengcrn’ay get rIght 0 9427 0 9798 0 9629 0 9942 4

?~ E When lsyingthe manager Bray get wrong 0 9735 0 9749 0 9793 0 9922 ~
%444 ~ wlsenntnyingthe msnager may getrrgtrt plan wrong o 9682 0 9757 0 9738 0 9932

44 ~ ~ Trying Is not npplylng a perssclence noran srI. 0 9699 0 9772 0 9839 0 9912

~3. Trying Is Inthratlng rnnnagemenl an a theory 0 9381 0 9953 ~ 4
3.~ klanngementorlentedwlth two sods or renoerces 0 9727 0 9886 0 9719 0 9932

3. ~ It should dlrecty deal with the human resources 0 9832 0 9873 0 9804 0 9912

~ ~ Mnnaglno humus resourcee Is due to nonhuman 9882 0 9863 0 9856 0 99124 ~ Using resources means you are cosditonsily free ~ 0 9789 0 9922
4 0 ExploIting resources lndlcsths certain condItions 09758 09900 0 9799 0 9922

44 Enpioylng resources should bean required 0 9736 0 9821 0 9806 0 9912
~ The ergently required Identified by the needs o 9813 0 9797 0 9828 0 9912 43.4

‘3.3. 9 ~ wlsutlsurgenbyeeeded hen to bemepped 0 982T 0 9790 0 9760 0 9922 3.
; e~ ,~ mcttisg urgent needs Is allowing efficIency 0 9507 0 9844 0 9222 0 9972 3,‘43. EfficIency Is measurable while eptlrnsllty le not 0 9749 0 9922 3.3

4 AvaIlable resources ure notthu only Important 0 9736 0 9808 0 9787 0 9922
I ~ Trannie able resources are Important en well 0 8577 0 9839 0 9708 0 9932

c ic Future resources have to betoken Into account 0 8676 0 9814 9834 0 9791 0 9922
E w ~ FeasIbIlity Is cohuldered from the projcctphste 0 9719 0 9806 0 9796 09922

~ Decisions are projects to subjectto tenability study 83546 0 9845 0 9609 0 9932
<0 ~s~> Works sretwo sods the Indroldual and she group 03347 ~43~ 09544 0 9942

, ~ Individual work Is eel of menugement lnierent 0 9767 0 9772 0 9857 0 9912
~, ~ Group work uuh~ectto masugernsntlnttreet 0 9739 0 9789 0 9804 0 9812

g s Cooperation is the corelankol menegewent 0 9483 0 9814 0 8651 0 9942 14

9a Tlseenorethecoopereironthen,oretheutabllrty 09572 09814 0 9672 0 8932

4, Management Is Interact-vu communIcation process 0 9638 0 9817 0 9814 0 9912 444
44 ~. Munagerund his subordlnatorsre Important 0 9776 0 9810 09754 0 9922 >1
~ °a.- 4W
~ c Subordinutor Importance comesirom delegatros 0 9745 0 9801 0 9709 0 9932 ~
‘14 a ~ Subordlnsiorhaa to work In.a d.lferuntway 0 9643 08842 0 9791 0 9922

3$’ Subordlnuloru should not be seen us muchlnes ‘1 0 9829 0 9942
~ Pracnlclng is a pre-ruqulsrtu for efficIency tf4B! l,$~ZWI 0 9814 0 9932

44 PracticIng In a function In Interactive factors a 9690 0 9901 0 9831 0 9912 4~

‘4,~ 9. Experience Is only one condaton of practicIng 0 9918 0 9872 0 9822 0 9912

~ 0 Time and place are conditions of prautrcrug 0 8874 0 9881 0 9731 0 9932 ‘44
I’’3.. PosItion and specisilustuon urn conditsonu so well ogsis 09683 0 8827 09912 3.414
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F. Table (2) ReliabIlity and validity

Sub.var.Var.

~0J

p

lIens sub.
groub

corelatlon

a Alpha
If Item

excluded
from
sub.

group

5501
groub

corelallon

C. Aipha
ioftem

exclude’
from
group

Management functions ate technical & behavIoral
Functions are technIcally identified ax four ones. 0.9735 0.9866

Managomentla directing bdla’siors to objectiva 0.9806 0.9870
Behaviors ofpeopleare definItely endlese. 0,9735 0.9866
Management behavioral function, are endless. 0.9688 0.9870

0 Martthng and production are prerequIsite. 0.9441 0.9615
m ~9. Financz HR, and supply are alsomain activities. 0.9697 0.9617

~ ~ Someorganlzations activities may look different 0.9452 0.9613

~ Vatted acuvttleshavatobelookedgtasorlglllal. 0.9446 0.9613
0 Consldeatngvmied as denivative leads to failure ~]J~$j$~

~ in reed production a marketing come finaL

~ ~ in executing othetactivities ranked before. 0.9582 0.9860
anso
g ~ Manilebng Cornea before In contsetibvenwtets. 0.9708 0.9643
•~ ~ Production come, before In virgin markets, 0,9709 0.9841

~ M activities are equally Important 0.9698 0.9843
< Coodi sore allowed in objectives to attain.

~ a ~ Cotdlbons are allowed for obj ectives to attel II. 0.9752 0.9343
•a.c 0
jz ~. ~ Getting objectives attained l~ effort condItional. 0.9702 0.9762

~ so ~ Objectives attainment Is resources conditional. 0.9551 0.9776

There is normally en allowed room for deviation. 0.9736 0.9745

<m Effectiveness In the ave to judge on success.

~, Effectiveness Is the measurable cdtsnia to use. 0.9826 0.9845
~ Effectiveness should bebased upon objectiven. 0.9698 0.9868
~ Effectiveness should conaidera deviating room. 0.9686 0.9873

‘5 Lu Other success cittonia are just supportive ones. 0.9712 0.9861

fl Tangible objuctifm are measurable and vice versa. 0.9582 0.9806
~ Tangible objectives allow more means to futhil, 0.9771 0.9766g Tanglb[eobjectivenaremeansforlntatlgihlaones. Ii~J~:~

‘a worvingonmoansianotaguarinteetogetend. 0.9563 0.9816

fr’ Objectives are particuter yalta ends are unIversal. 0.9841 0.9753

Internal and external environment change. 0.9814 0.9882S ~‘ Internal one is changeable ratherthan changing

~rç~ Direct external one is chgngexble and changing. 0.9848 0.9881

~5 ~ ~ lndir. exturnalln changingratherthal changeable. o.esis 0.9881
‘ changn based on management exiotoxcelabxenco 0 9810 09883

5 .,, Trying Ix a condition to exploit resources. 0.9800 0.9877

~ Resources Is a condition forpractiongtunctlons
~5 Fsnctions are conditiona to finISh ectiuitlen. 0.9753 o9889
S Activities are conditions to get objectives. 0.9738 0.9888
~ Objectives are conditions to hltennirormient 0.9805 0.9877
— - r~ ~.,rL

0.9721

0.9 801

0.9762

0.9704

0,9860

0.9635

0 .96 14

0.9714

0.93 86
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0.9785

0.9795

0.9611

0.5519

0.2709
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0~9501

0.9788

0.9744
0.9817

0.9718

0,9645
0.9713
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0.9795
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0.9863

0.9P74

0.966 5

0. 98 13

0.9869

0.9769

0.9762

0.9608

0.9006

0. 9828

0.9760

0.9222

0,9749

0. 9825

0.9177

0.9932

0.9912

0.9922

0.9932

0. 9912

0.9942

0.9942

0.9222

0.9962

0.9952

0.9942

0.9932

0.9922

0.9922
0.99 12

0.9942
0.9932

0.9942

0.9942

0,9942
0.9932

0.9912

0.9932

0.9912

0.9922

0.9932

0.9932
0.9952

0.9922

0 .9912

0.9912

0.9942
0.9912

0.9912

0.9932

0.9932

0.9942

0.9912

0.9912

0.9932
0.9972

0.9932

0.9912

•1
0.9932

r Environnxeivt ix a reaxon to accept objectives ]4~~~S!
~ Objectives are reasons tor legassing activities oy325

g ~ Activities erereasonsofnianagnnnentftinctiOfa. 3.9567
~ Functions are reanolt to exploitresolircss. 0.9276

‘ Exploiting resources is a reason ferbyln9 I 0.9131

0.9448
0.9404
0.95 58

0.9596

Sourco: tiasoti upon roal date
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Establishing the reliability the valid questionnaire has separately been
distributing on the targeted (50) governmental hospital top managers. The
objective was to verify the accuracy of the measure, which has been
proved in this research case by the homogeneity amongst the responses
concerning the measure’s included items, or in other words the inter-item
correlation.

Item-subgroup and item-group correlations have been statistically
testified to show a lowest limit of correlation coefficient equal to (0.9006)
and (0.9113) in order. It indicated a very high level of measure
consistency. Moreover, it has depended on these high levels of inter-item
correlation to calculate C. alpha to show minimum values in the two cases
equal to (0.9706) and (0.9926) respectively. Other details could be shown
in Table (2).

It has come out that the highest values of alpha if item excluded from
the sub-groups number (Cl),(C2), (C3), (C4), (CS), (C6), (C7), (C8), (C9),
(dO), (CII), (C12), (Cl3), (C15), and (C16) were (0.9843), (0.9903),
(0.9871), (0.9845), (0.9838), (0.9847), (0.9928), (0.9881), (0.9711),
(0.9867), (0.9843), (0.9882), (0.9851), (0.9934), (0.9903) and (0.9625) in
order. Those were lower than the parallel values of alpha if all items
included in the same sub-groups which respectively were (0.9856),
(0.9921), (0.9887), (0.9884), (0.9858), (0.9886), (0.9933), (0.9906),
(0.9737), (0.9885), (0.9856), (0.9901), (0.9873), (0.9930), (0.9917), and
(0.9706) in each case of comparison. It has been found as well that the
maximum values of alpha if item deleted from the groups number (A),(B),
and (C), were (0.9922), (0.9929), and (0.9982), in order. Those were lower
than the values of alpha if all items have not been deleted from the same
groups, which were (0.9926), (0.9937), and (0.9989) respectively.

A comparison in each case could be obviously shown by the Table (2).
This indicated that there is no need for item-excluding and the whole
research questionnaire is properly valid and reliable as an instrument for
primary data collection.

Questiomiaire administering process.
A mix of three ways that contained all together the personal, electronic,

and postal administration of questionnaire has been used. This was
occurred in accordance with the ease of using each. The same way used as
well in collecting back the questionnaires. Distribution of questionnaire
was essentially fitting to the number of representatives of every single
stratum and sub-stratum in the sample that’s originally based upon the
disproportionate number of individuals in the sections and sub-sections -

regions and cities - included in the whole research population. This could
be shown in detail by the Table (3).

The process that questionnaire was administered has been carried out in
more than two months or roughly seventy days - including non-working
days - 20 days for questionnaires distribution, 20 days for being left with
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the respondents, 20 days for collecting back the distributed questionnaires
and additionally 10 days for the delay after the deadline time. This time
allocation was initially considered in advance so as to allow a highest level
of responding, although the time required by the respondents to deal with
the questionnaire, according to their views, was actually ranged between
(60 and 80) minuet.

It should be noted as well that every single sampling unit or respondent
has been given two copies of questionnaire one was in Arabic language
while the other was in English language. Deeming the easier to every one,
respondents have been allowed a free room to answer optionally either the
questionnaire copy in Arabic or in English.

Table (3) Distributed, responded and ri&it questionnaire

Testing sample representation.

NO NO D.QUEST. RE. QUEST C. QUEST
R&GO a R a R G R

Cairo 51 20.3 21 20 20
Elgiza 21 8.3 8 8 8

Cairo Elgalubia 23 9.1 9 49 9 48 9 47
region Helwan 13 5.1 5 5 5

October 14 5.6 6 6 6
Alex 28 11.1 11 10 10

Alex. Matrouh 14 5.6 6 27 6 25 6 25 -.

region El-behara 24 9.5 10 9 9
Elmenofia 22 8.7 9 9 9
Elgharbia 26 10.3 II II II

Delta K.elseekh 23 9.1 9 51 9 50 9 45
region Dekahlja 33 13.1 14 13 8

Demiat 20 7.9 8 8 8
S.Sinai 8 3.2 3 3 3
N.Sinai 8 3.2 3 3 3

Canal P. said 12 4.8 30 30 30
region Elswees 6 2.4 3 3 3

Ismaillia 10 3.9 4 4 4
Elshargia 29 11.5 12 12 12
B. Sweef 12 4.8 5 2 2

Upper Egypt Elfayooni II 4,4 4 14 I 5 I 5
north EIn-jenia 13 5.2 5 2 2

Sohag 22 8.7 9 9 9
Qena 14 5.6 6 6 6

Upper Egypt Aswan 16 6.4 7 31 7 28 7 28
south Alagsnr 14 5.6 6 3 3

Redsca 7 2.8 3 3 3
Asut Asut 21 8.3 8 12 4 4

region Elwady 1g. 6 2.4 4 1 1
Total 539 214 214 190 190 185 185

R: region, Go: governorates, P: population, 5: Sample, D: distributed,
Re: responded, C: correct, Quest: Questionnaire

Source; Based upon real data
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It should be noted that sample representation to the research population
has been considered at three levels.

First when identifying the population individuals to be represented in
the stratified random sample - of total size (214) sampling units, it has been
depended on the very traditional way of using small peaces of paper to put
data of population individuals in, and then randomly picking up - with no
replacement - the required number of individuals for each sub-stratum of
the sample. The reason behind this was the small number of individuals
that’s originally included in every single category of population.

Second, when collecting the questionnaires, it has been found that the
number of respondents was (190) sampling units. That’s why it was
required to testify whether the sample according to the new number still
keeping thea representation of population as a whole and at the level of
every single one of its categories and sub-categories or not.

Kolmogrov-Smimov test that based on a comparison of the cumulative
proportion of the observed values in each category with the cumulative
proportion in the same category for the specified population is used. The
reason was testing whether the distribution of the observed data (number
and category of respondents) differs significantly from specified
population or not.
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Table (4) how the sample keep the representation of research population

Source: based upon the number of distributed, collected, and correct

COMI- COMI
Go&R ComI Corn 2 Coni3 COM2 COM3

Go IR Go IR Go JR Dl D2

Cairo 0.09813 0.10526 0.10811 0.0 0.0
Elgiza Z ~ 0.03738 P 0.04210 P 0.04324 P 0.0 0.0

Biqalubia ‘~. 6. 0.04206 ~ 0.04737 ~ 0,04865 ~ 0.0 g 0.0
Flelwan ~ 0.02336 ~ 0.02632 ~ 0.02703 ~ 0.0 0.0

6 October 0.02804 0.03158 0.03243 0.0 0.0

Alex ~ 0.05140 P 0.05263 P 0.05405 P 0.0 0.0
Matrouh 03 0.02804 ~ 0.03158 ~ 0.03243 ~ 0.0 ~ 0.0 g

El-behara g >~ 0.04673 ~ 0.04737 D 0,04865 ~ 0.0 0.0

Blrnenofia 0.04206 0.04737 0.05405 0.0 0.0
Elgharbia ~ ~ 0.05140 P 0.05789 P 0.05946 P 0.0 0.19
K.elseekl, ~. 2. 0.04206 ~ 0.04737 ~ 0.05405 ~ 0.0 ~ 0.0
Dekahlia ~ ~ 006542 ~ 006842 ~ 004$24 ~ 00 0022
Deniyat 0-03738 0.04210 0.04324 0.0 0.0

S. Sinai 0.01402 0.01579 0.01621 0.0 0.0
N. Sinai ~ ~ 0.01402 ~ 0.01579 ~ 0.01621 ~ 0.0 0.0

P. said 03. ~ 0.02336 002632 0.02703 —. 0.0 o 0.0 o
Elswees ~ ~- 0.01402 ~ 0.01579 ~ 0.01621 ~ 0.0 ~ 0.0 b
lsniaillia 0.01869 ~‘~‘ 0.02105 ~° 0.02162 “ 0.0 0.0

Elsharqia 0.05607 0.06316 — 0.06486 0.0 0.0

B. Sweef c$~ ~ 0.02336 p 0.01053 p 0.01081 ~ 0.013 = 0.013
Elfayoorn a 3 0,01869 ~ 0.00526 ~ 0.00541 ~ 0.013 b 0.013 b

Elmenia ~ ~ 0.02336 ~ 0.01053 ~ 0.01081 ~ 0.013 a 0.013 ~‘

Sohag 0.04206 0.04737 — 0.05405 0.0 0.0
Qena c 0.02804 P 0.03158 P 0.03243 ~ 0.0 0.0

Aswan ~ 0.03271 ~ 0.03684 t 0.03783 ~ 0.0 ~ 0.0
Alaqsor g. ~ 0.02804 ~ 0.01579 ~ 0.01621 g~ 0.012 0.012
Red sea 0.01402 0.01579 0.01621 0.0 0.0

Asut ~ > 0.03738 ~ 0.01579 ~ 0.01621 ~ 0.022 p 0.021 p
Elwady 3 ~ 0.01869 ~ 0.00526 !~ 0.00541 ~ 0.013 ~ 0.013 ~~ H

CornH Distributed No. of questionnaires in governorate or region! total No. of distributed
questionnaires

Corn2= Responded No. of questionnaires in governorate or region! total No. of responded
questionnaires

Corn3= Correct No. of questionnaires in governorate or region! total No. of correct questionnaires

questionnaires
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As shown in Table (4) the biggest cumulative difference in the case of the
calculated (Dl) and (D2) at the levels of both sub-stratum and stratum in
order was (0.022) and (0.04), and each one was lower than the tabulated
(D) values, those were (0.099) and (0.12) at levels of significance equal to
(0.05) and (0.01) respectively. This has taken place for a sample size of
both (190) and (185), which are represented by the number of collected
and then correct questionnaires. This revealed that there is no significant
difference, or the sample still representing the population.
Research limits

The subject academically addressed by this research could be contained
within four axes how epistemology could help in simplifying the
management concept, to make it more practically considered by the
management non-specialist practitioners, so as to be able to play the role
expected by their organizations, thus any branched subjects out of this area
were considered as research irrelevant.

The field study has only been focused on the Egyptian governmental
hospitals; those belonged to the ministry of health, so any other kind of
hospitals is research irrelevant. Choosing the governmental hospitals in
particular could be justified as follows:

They are top-managed by doctors who are not management specialist,
this logically fitting the research subject.
They are providing free services for the lowest and wide class of
Egyptian society thats have the minimum share of income. This is
giving more importance to this research.
They are financially afforded by Egyptian government budget, so it is
representing unavoidable burden on the economy of Egypt as a third
world country.
They are the most commonly known as providers of low quality health
services, so their performance and consequently their role are
negatively questionable by the society people.

The population of i-esearch was only represented in the doctors working as heads of these hospitals
so any lower managerial levels were research irrelevant.

Research framework and model:

The one who is looking forward to know about a new field of
knowledge, for first time, used to return to specialized references, those are
tackling the basics of that field. Usually, in the primary phase the
importance will be logically directed by getting the concept of the
discipline or area of interest. If the targeted field of knowledge belongs to
pure sciences that based upon facts and fixed basics and bases like
chemistry and physics it will be easy for the normal one to get the same
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concept of the area. Thats previously gotten by the specialist and! or
majors in the field. Practicing any work based upon this knowledge will
not deviate from the common basics of the area.

However, this is not the case when the target field of knowledge
belongs to humanitarian and/or social sciences. It is hardly for bingers as
well as non-specialist ones to get a commonly known concept conccrning
the certain humanitarian field. This occurs not only because it takes time
but also because concepts in such fields of knowledge are to large extent
argumentative. Fortunately, most of the people who are interested in the
latter kind of humanitarian sciences used to be specialists if they have to go
into applying these areas of knowledge or practicing professions based
upon them. But if they do not have to be practitioners it will not be that
risky to be freely aware of these knowledge areas.

In management, as one of social sciences, we are facing a very
exceptional case. While not all the people specialist in management all of
them in some point of their career path have to be managers. This could be
easily clarified when considering that most of people working in private
and public sectors whatever the jobs occupied by them have to be
managers for period of time that may exceeds the half of their work life
time. Accordingly we are faced in most of the workplaces - in deferent
kinds of organizations - with people who are practicing management or in
other words working as top managers while they may have no managerial
background, have a little bit knowledge of the area, have non-academic or
just free knowledge of the area, have to be oriented and committed with
their original different field of specialization in practicing management, or
who are not convinced by management as specialist field of knowledge,
who tend to argue and resist concerning the academic basics and bases in
this area, and so on. The failure of these managers, whatever the reason, to
be oriented by a correct management concept is actually one of the
hypothetical reasons beyond their organizations failure to play the role
expected by them. Even if they are completely satisfied concerning the
actual role done by these organizations, still there is a question; does this
role could be improved if the adopted concept of management is the
academically correct one.

Tackling such an issue, as shown by Figure (1), the challenge to,face is
we are actually in the front of two points of views concerning the concept
of management. One is specifically considering this concept within the
context of specialized discipline or in other words according to an
academic knowledge and/or background as reflected by specialists and
majors in the field of management. The other is variously recognizing such
a concept within the context of diversified disciplines or in terms of
separately different disciplines as reflected by management non-specialist
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practitioners. It is not that hidden to say that on the one hand, the first
stream of management specialists used to claim that management non
specialist practitioners are satisfied with what they do and get and this is
motivating them to be wrongly more involved with the work on the
account of being more managerially qualified to improve it. They have to
do and get what efficiently and effectively required rather than what they
may satisfy with. On the other hand, the second stream of management
non_specialist practitioners used to look at majors and specialist as being
~~eorefically onented all the time, rather than being involved with work
reality and its relevant renewal requirement5~ which sometimes come faster
than the development of the theory. As so, we are in the front of a gap of
~~5understanthng and may be suspicion to fill up be~een the ~vo paities
~~ncerning the adoption of the correct management concept. This gap is
negatively shppofted an~or enlarged by three important factors to be taken
into consideration as well.

First, the gelatinous nature of management concept that makes it
~jstorically comes oriented by the definitions of the different schools of
management thought. Those include the scientific management~ the
bureaucracy management, the human relations management, management
by situations or contingency approach, the systems approach, management
by objective5~ management by exception, functional management, strategic
management and too many other branched or derivative ones. This makes
it hard for the academic majors and specialists to have a very commonly
aweeable concept to management. As a consequence it could be claimed
that it was harder for them to provide the work reality or organizations
non_specialist managers with a relatively common concept.

second, the retardation that’s touching all the life aspects in the third
word countries like Egypt - is unavoidable factor as well. particularly, in
the case of ~otivatiflg management non~specia115t practitioners to
compensate the shonage they have in area of management back~Ound
Since people are generally sticking with the back~Ound5 they have more
than looking forward to other fields of knowledge. Even if this is
5omething critically required. They prefer — as reality reflects — to be
single100p learners rather than double-lOOP ones. th other words people
like to apply their o~ espoused theories not the theory that should be in
use. Third, the lagging in utilizing the managerial advisory work, that’s
occurred either due to the inability of practitioners to identify what they are
acwally in need for or due to inability of acade~c specialists to have an
opportunity for investigating and ~ia~osing the foi~ers’ real problems.
This - by the time — was a reason of creating sort of false 5~~f~5ufficien0y
and desists from the two parties. 27
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Bearing in mind that the exchange claims and accusations usually
provided by the two parties are reasonably true, and also taking into
account the above gap negatively-widening factors, this research concerns
with creating sort of consensus between the two parties around such an
issue. On the one hand, it strives to get non-specialist practitioners
correctly recognized the management concept. Through showing them to
what extent this concept is somehow fitting the reality. On the other hand,
to get the specialist, authors and majors of management more understand to
the work reality. Through showing them to what extent management
concept is somehow does not fitting the real needs of organizations.

Theo-hypothetical model of this research that’s shown by Figure (1)
investigates to what extent this gap could be filled up through
reconsidering practically the way of presenting the concept of
management, so as to make it more acceptable and easily recognized by
those non-specialist practitioners. It hypothetically proposes an
epistemologically-based approach to be employed in presenting more
perceivably the managenwnt concept.

The suggested approach will consider broadening the concept to its
governing detailed aspects and axes. In conjunction with this, working on
simply explaining these aspects in the light of the originally specialized
field of knowledge or management largely encircled as much as possible
by the other fields of knowledge. Those are fitting the wide backgrounds of
management non-specialist practitioners.

The research model that’s based upon a double facet conceptual
framework is hypothetically gone into two important research questions;
first, does the failure ~f organizations in playing their role as expected by
them could be justified by their managers wrong adopting to the incorrect
concept of management? Second, are these managers practically in need to
recognize the correct concept of management simply within the context of
an epistemologically-extended approach? These are thc two areas of
research quarries and hypotheses.

Research field study:
The variable inter-relationship that’s based upon functioning a mediator

in formulating the research two hypotheses was a logically sufficient
reason to subject the primarily collected data to sort of path analysis, for
statistically investigating the hypotheses. As the independent variable in
the first hypothesis — that’s the lack of the governmental hospitals top
managers’ motivation to adopt and apply an academically-based
rather than self-based concept of management - has to be statistically
testified so as to explain the dependent variable in the same hypothesis —

that’s the lack of congruency between the role actually done and the
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role to be done by these hospitals. It has also been used again as
dependent variable in the second hypothesis to be explained by another
independent variable — that’s the managers’ need for more
epistemologically considerable and easily applicable concept of
management rather than specifically specialized and hardly applicable
one. The statistic testing process has to be conducted as follows:

Testing the first hypothesis:
Do the Jack of congruency between the role done and the role to be

done by the governmental hospital is due to the Jack of adopting the
academically right concept of management?

This was testified in detail through examining the relationship between
variable (A) collectively represented by the Mode of its sub-variables
(from alto alO) and the variable (B) separately represented in detail by all
the variables (bl, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, b7, b8, b9, blO) those were contained
by it. Within such a context the data is presented, statistically analyzed
and interpretative1)’ discussed as follows:

Table (5) Relationship between the dependent v. (A) and the independent V. (B)

No.
Pearson Likelihood Linear by

of Type direction, form and degree
(Clii)’ Ratio (Chip Linear (Chi)’

var.

Reg.

~ S~g. a. 51g. Cal. Sig. Cal. 51g. Co. Cal. Sig. R Co.

value (P) value (P) value (P) (F) (P) (T) (P) Co R’

A&bl 37327 0.00 305.34 0.00 153.18 0.00 909.70 0.00 1.01 30.16 0.00 0.91 0.83

A&b2 43249 000 367.39 0.00 158.29 0,00 1125.47 0.00 0.95 33.56 0.00 0.93 086

A&b3 438.54 000 345.27 0.00 150.75 000 829.73 0,00 1.07 28,81 0.00 091 0.52

A&b3 30864 000 28773 000 14894 000 77741 000 140 2785 000 090 081

A&b5 50627 000 393.56 0.00 169.39 000 2121.25 0.00 097 46.06 0.00 .0.96 092

A&h6 526.76 0.00 414,61 0.00 170.53 0.00 2316.16 0.00 0,95 48,13 0.00 0.96 0.93

A&b7 42259 000 336.54 0.00 155.27 0,00 1125.51 000 1 03 33.55 0,00 0.93 0.86

A&hS 35547 000 30356 000 14834 000 78118 000 108 2759 000 098 081

A&b9 47311 000 41492 000 17130 000 246904 000 091 4969 000 097 093

A&blO 44469 0.00 364.89 0.00 160.67 0.00 1260.17 0.00 1.07 35.50 0,00 0.93 0.57

Source: Based upon empirical study
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The null sub-hypothesis (1) that was based upon the non-existence of
significant relationship between the lack of congruency between the role
actually done and the role to be done by the governmental hospitals
and the lack of their top managers’ motivation to adopt and apply an
academically-based rather than self-based concept of management was
refused. On contrary the alternative one that was based upon the existence
of such a relationship has been accepted. The verification of the latter was
statistically justified according to many phases.

At the level of significance or generalization on the whole population,
this relationship has significantly been certified, as the minimum calculated
value of (Ch)2 according to both person and likelihood were (308.64) and
(287.73) > the equivalent tabulated ones those were (26.3) and (32.00), at
level of sig. (0.05)and (0.01) respectively, and df equal to (16). The sig. or
(p) value was approximately (0.00) in all times, this is shown by Table (5).

At the level of denotation, this relationshili has been confirmed as
statistically indicative one. In terms of the type it represents sort of
causality, since the lowest values of both the calculated (F) and (T) were
(761.18) and (27.59) in order> their parallel tabulated values, which were
for (F) and (I) equal to (3.92) and (1.98) in order at the level of sig. (0.05),
with a df (1,183) and (184) respectively. The highest sig. or (p) of both (F)
and (T) was approximately (0.00) in all cases. Moreover, this relationship
concerning the form was linear. Since the lowest value of linear by linear
(Ch)2 was (148.34) > its tabulated one that’s previously mentioned, at the
same level of sig. or (0.05), with a df equal to (16) while sig. or (p) was
approximately (0.00) in all times as well. The direction of this relationship
has been proved to show a directly proportional one, the values of the
regression coefficient or (13), those previously confirmed by the
significance of both F-ratio and T-test, were positive-signal ones and
ranging between (-1-0.91) and (+1.40). Furthermore, it was strong in terms
of the dircction and the form, since the lowest values of both (R) and (R)2
were (0.90) and (0.81) respectively. Those were positive and > (0.85) in
the case of (R), while they were far> (0.50) in the case of (R) 2~ All thesc
values could be shown in detail by the same Table (5).

Statistical verification of such a relationship could be analytically
justified; when considering that the lack of hospitals top managers’
motivation to adopt an academic concept to management may return to the
lack of capability to adopt such a concept. This in turn could be a function
of many factors to be collectively expressed through the following axes:
a Those managers are not specialists in the field of management that’s

why most of them hardly capable to recognize academically the
concept of management.
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There is undeniable magnitude of complexity and confutation in the
management concept due to the different schools that have tackled
historically this concept in the relevant literature and theory.
There is a false satisfaction concerning the real levels of hospitals
performance that’s based upon personal or subjective criteria rather
than using efficiency and effectiveness as true and calculable measures
to performance.
There is a lack of awareness concerning the management as a field of
knowledge that needed to be utilized and urgently applied for running
the work in service organizations.
There is lack of interest concerning the improvement in managerial
aspects compared with the technical ones; this is actually gone with the
technical nature of the managers’ background as doctors who are
specialist in the field of medicine.
There is unjustifiable amount of managers’ resistance to adopt the
management concept due to the importance of work involvement
rather than the interest of work improvement.

These above mentioned axes could be considerably summarized if it is
recognized that the main sanction in the front of adopting such a concept is
the complication of the specialized way used in introducing it. In other
words, is there a need for introducing this concept to others in an
epistemologically extended way that simply utilized different fields of
knowledge to be easily fitting to the dissimilar backgrounds of
management non-specialist managers? This will be statistically
investigated, based upon the real data, through testing the next second
hypothesis of research.

Testing the second hypothesis:

Do the Jack of governmental hospital top managers’ adoption to the
academically right concept of management is due to their need for
more epistemologically simplified concept rather titan the hardly got
specialized one?

This was testified in detail through examining the relationship between
variable (B) collectively represented by the Mode of its sub-variables
(from bi to blO) and the variable (C) separately represented in detail by all
its (80) sub-sub variables - coded in questionnaire from (cl/i to cl615) -

those were categorized into (16) groups of(5) sub-sub-variable each, to be
contained by the sub-variable (ci, c2, c3, c4, c5, c6, c7, c8, c9, dO, dl,
cl2, ci3, ci4, ci5 and cl6).
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Due to the relatively big number of the sub-variable and sub-sub-
variables contained by them, it was taken into account to testify the second
hypothesis by examining (16) sub-hypotheses, those are representing the
relationship between the variable (B) and every single one of the
previously mentioned (16) sub-variables.

Committing with the same way of presenting data, showing the
statistical analysis and interpretativelY providing the relevant discussion,
this hypothesis different processes of examination were to be more simply
explored as follows:

Testing the hypothesis (2/1)

The null sub-hypothesis (2/1) that was based upon the non-existence of
statistically indicative significant relationship between on the one
hand, the lack of governmental hospital top managers’ adoption to the
academically right concept of management, and on the other hand,
their need for epistemologically considering the conceptual issue of
“trying versus repeating” has been rejected. On contrary the
oppositely alternative one that was based upon the existence of such a
relationship has been accepted. The verification of the latter was
statistically justified according to two phases.

Table (6) Relationship between the dependent V. (B) and the independent v. (Cl)

Testifying the relationship Testifying its denotation

Likelihood

Ratio (Chip

Linear by

Linear (ChiY

Cal. Cal.
Sig.

(P)
value

Sig.

(P)

Cal.

value
value

sig.

(I’)

Cal.

(F)

Sig.

(P)

Reg.

Co.

([1)

Cal.
(I)

Sig.

(I’)
R

373.27

432.49

436.54

0.00

0,00

0,00

0.00

306,34

367.39

345 27

287 [18

0.00

0,00

0.00

0.00

153.16

156,29

15075

148 4

909.70

1126.47

829.73

0.00

0,00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0,00

0.00

0.00

393 56

0.91

0.93

0.91

0.00

101 3016

095 3356

107 2881

140 2768

097 4606

0,63

0.66

0.82

169.39

0.00

0 00

0.00

0.00

0.00
0,00 0,00

Source: Based upon empirical study

0.96 0.92
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At the level of significance, whereas the results could be
generalized on the whole research population, this relationship has
significantly been established. As the minimum calculated value of
(Ch)2 according to both person and likelihood were (308.64) and
(287.73) > the equivalent tabulated ones those were (26.3) and (32.00),
at level of sig, (0.05) and (0.01) respectively, and df equal to (16). The
sig. or (p) value was approximately (0.00) in all the times, this is
shown by Table (6).

At the level of denotation, this relationship has been confirmed as
statistically indicative one as well. In terms of the type, it represents
sort of causality, since the lowest values of both the calculated (F) and
(T) were (777.41) and (27.88) in order> their parallel tabulated values,
which were for (F) and (T) equal to (3.92,) and (1.98) in order, at the
levels of sig. (0.05), with a df (1,183) and (184) respectively. The
highest sig. or (p) of both (F) and (T) was approximately (0.00) in all
cases. Moreover, this relationship concerning the form was linear.
Since the lowest value of linear by linear (Ch)2 was (148.94) > its
tabulated one that’s mentioned above as (26.3) and (32.00) at the same
levels of sig. (0.05) and (0.01) respectively, with a dl’ equal to (16) -

while sig. or (p) was approximately (0.00). The direction of this
relationship has been proved to show a directly proportional one, the
values of the regression coefficient or (43), those previously confirmed
by the significance of both F-ratio and T-test, were positive-signal ones
and ranging between (+0.95) and (+1.40). Regarding the strength, it
was strong in terms of the direction and form, since the lowest values
of both (R) and (R)2 were (0.90) and (0.81) respectively. Those were
positive and > (0.9) in the case of (R), while they were far> (0.50) in
the case of (R) 2 All these values could be shown abovc in detail by
the same Table (6).

Statistical verification to the above tackled relationship could be
interpretatively shown by taking into account that there is an urgent
need for easily explaining and communicating the issuc of ‘trying
versus repeating to the governmental hospitals’ top-managers - as an
example of management practitioners who are originally non-specialist
in the field of management - so as to create their effortless awareness
and consideration to such an issue. This could be occurred through
utilizing an epistemologically-based approach as follows:
o Management is the process that’s commonly characterized as

targeted, future involved, universal, generally applicable,
comprehensive, successive, integrated, time-pounded, , and
continuous.
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o Whether Management is a multi-characterized process, it should
substantially base upon a core characteristic to be continuously
practiced which is trying.

o In management, when trying, people may get the right, represented
in fully achieving the objectives, but it is an exceptionally extreme
case.

o Tn management, when hying, people may get the wrong,
represented in the failure to get objectives or at least highly
deviating from them, but it is an exceptionally extreme case as
well.

o In management, when hying, people may simultaneously get right
and wrong, represented in achieving objectives but somehow
deviating from them, this is the normally occurred case.

o Management considers a little room for an allowed deviation from
the targeted objectives, that’s why it ié preferable to say when
managers try they should get right plus wrong rather than saying
right and wrong, they should not equally occurs.

o Management is not that definitely pure science, that’s mostly based
upon basics and bases, while hardly allows a small room for free
creation. It is unlike chemistry or physics.

o Management is not that definitely pure art that’s mostly based upon
no basics and bases while hardly has a very small room for them. It
is unlike music and abstract arts.

o Management is definitely a mix of both science and art, both of
them are equally important while not equally practiced. The
governing conditions in applying each are most probably return to
the situation.

o Management could be considered as a science as long as we have
bases to use while it is an art as long as we miss bases to use. The
situation is identi~ing the priority of either.

o Whether management is considered neither as a pure science nor
as a pure art it could be considered as a theory, it is academically
called - in references - management theory. Trying is indicating
management as a theory.

o Whether management is academically considered as theory, it
should practically applied as a theory as well, that’s flexibly
available for taking, taking off or dropping, adjusting or tailoring,
and also adding to, in accordance with the practitioner view and
the situation faced by him.

o Repeating is a process in which people are following pre-set
common bases to function for making introductions lead to fixed
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results, i.e. adding oxygen to hydrogen according to the F120
equation result in water and nothing but water.

o Considering the above mentioned explanations flying is not such a
previous case, since managers may have some basics, and if any,
they will be their individually own bases rather than common ones,
particularly in the certain situations they are dissimilarly faced
with.

Testing the hypothesis (2/2)
The null sub-hypothesis (2/2) that was based upon the non-existence of
statistically indicative significant relationship between on the one
hand, the lack of governmental hospital top managers adoption to the
academically right concept of management, and on the other hand,
their need for epistemologically considering the conceptual issue of
“exploiting versus using resources” has been rejected. On contrary
the oppositely alternative one that was based upon the existence of
such a relationship has been accepted. The verification of the latter was
statistically justified according to two phases.
Table (7) Relationship between the dependent v. (B) and the independent v. (C2)
Source: Based upon empirical study

Testifying the relationship Testifying its denotation

Pearson Likelihood Linear by

N Type, direction, lorni and degree(Chi)~ Ratio (Chit Linear (Ch~

of

var. Reg.

Cal. sig. Cal. Sig. Cal. Sig. Cal. 5j~~ Co. Cal. Sig. R R’

value (F) value (P) value (F) (F) (P) ~ (T) (F)

Etc2.l 441,49 000 34659 0.00 163.92 0.00 149382 0.03 0.97 38.65 0.00 094 0.89

8&c2.2 56264 0.00 408.07 0.00 176.35 0.00 4221.02 L0O 0.99 64.97 0.00 098 0.96

6&c2.3 474.08 0,00 369.89 0.00 166.76 0.00 1770.02 0.00 0,89 42.07 0.00 0.95 0.91

8&c2.4 37t53 0.00 280,45 0.00 155.65 0.00 6ä0?~ 0.00 tOO 51.31 0.00 0.92 0.84

B&c2.5 59007 0.00 365.45 0.00 173.63 0.00 30~5,09 0.00 0.97 5536 0.00 0.97 0.94

At the level of signiflc4flCe, whereas the results could be
generalized on the whole research population, this relationship has
significantly been estabhshcd. As the minimum calculated value of
(Ch)2 according to both person and likelihood were (374.53) and
(280.45) > the equivalent tabulated ones those were (26.3) and (32.00),
at level of sig. (0.05) and (0.01) respectively, and df equal to (16). The
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sig. or (p) value was approximately (0.00) in all the times, this is
shown by Table (7).

At the level of denotation, this relationship has been confirmed as
statistically indicative one as well. In terms of the type, it represents
sort of causality, since the lowest values of both the calculated (F) and
(T) were (980.15) and (31.31) in order > their parallel tabulated values,
which were for (F) and (T) equal to (3.92,) and (1.98) in order, at the
levels of sig. (0.05), with a df (1,183) and (184) respectively. The
highest sig. or (p) of both (F) and (T) was approximately (0.00) in all
cases. Moreover, this relationship concerning the form was linear.
Since the lowest value of linear by linear (Ch)2 was (155.05) > its
tabulated one that’s mentioned above as (26.3) and (32.00) at the same
levels of sig. (0.05) and (0.01) respectively, with a df equal to (16)
while sig. or (p) was approximately (0.00). The direction of this
relationship has been proved to show a directly proportional one, the
values of the regression coefficient or (j3), those previously confirmed
by the significance of both F-ratio and T-test, were positive-signal ones
and ranging between (+0.89) and (+1.00). Regarding the strength, it
was strong in terms of the direction and form, since the lowest values
of both (R) and (R)2 were (0.92) dhd (0.84) respectively. Those were
positive and> (+0.9) in the case of(R), while they were far> (0.50) in
the case of (R) 2~ All these values could be shown above in detail by
the same Table (7).

Statistical verification to the above tackled relationship could be
interpretatively shown by taking into account that there is an urgent
need for easily explaining and communicating the issue of “trying
versus repeating” to the governmental hospitals’ top-managers - as an
example of management practitioners who are originally non-specialist
in the field of management - so as to create their effortless awareness
and consideration to such an issue. This could be occurred through
utilizing an epistemologically-based approach as follows:

o Management used to deal with two main resources, the human and
the non-human resources. Management interest should be oriented
with such a two-sort focusing.

o Exploiting people is initially indicating something negative, but
considering them as human resources oppositely gives a very
positive meaning.

o Management is originally a process that’s directed to the people or
human resources.

o Management has to consider the priority when dealing with the
organizational resources, it should directly deal with the human
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resources while indirectly deal with the non human ones. The first
is a locomotive to run the second.

o Management has to consider that managing the human resources is
defmitely justified by managing the non human ones. It manages
the human resources because of the nonhuman ones.

o Management should not be involved in using resources, since the
usage means that it is completely free in using them without
committing with a particular condition.

o Management should alternatively be involved in exploiting
resources, since the exploitation means that it is allowed to use
them in accordance with a particular condition.

o Management should take into account that the particular condition
it is asked to commit with is nothing but efficiency.

Testing the hypothesis (2/3)
The null sub-hypothesis (2/3) that was based upon the non-existence of
statistically indicative significant relationship between on the one
hand, the lack of governmental hospital top managers adoption to the
academically right concept of management, and on the other hand,
their need for epistemologically considering the conceptual issue of
“efficiency versus optimality” has been rejected. On contrary the
oppositely alternative one that was based upon the existence of such a
relationship has been accepted. The verification of the latter was
statistically justified according to two phases.

Table (8) Relationship between the dependent v. (B) and the independent v. (C3)

Source: Based upon empirical study

At the level of significance, whereas the results could be
generalized on the whole research population, this relationship has
significantly been established. As the minimum calculated value of

Testifying the relationship

No.
of

var.

Pearson Likelihood Linear by
Linear(Chi)2 Ratio (Chiy (ChiP

Cal.

Testi~ing its denotation

Cal.Sig.
(P)value

Type, direction, form and degree

value

Sig. Cal. Sig.
(P) value (P)

B&v3.1

8&c3.2

8&c3,3

8&c3.4

5&c3.S

376.46

490.97

518.16

361S

505.87

Cal. Sig. Reg.
(F) (P) Co.

(13)
0.00 372.71

0.00 382.94

0.00 419.97

0.00 ø~’4~I~

0.00 384,81

Cal. Sig. R Co.
(1’) (P) Co. R’

0.00 153.49

0.00 170.10

0.00 171.91

0.00 i’4e~o
0.00 17381

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

920.65

2239.80

2602.43

3122 .37

o co 0.75 30,34

0.00 0.93 47.33

0.00 0.89 51.01

0.00 Ø.7~ 26:74

0.00 ~S 55.88

0.00 0.90 0.83

0.00 0.95 0,92

0.00 0.97 0.93

0.00 t1~89 o:eo
0,00 0.97 0,94
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(Ch)2 according to both person and likelihood were (361.36) and
(324.31)> the equivalent tabulated ones those were (26.3) and (32.00),
at level of sig. (0.05) and (0.01) respectively, and df equal to (16). The
sig. or (p) value was approximately (0.00) in all the times, this is
shown by Table (8).

At the level of denotatiou, this relationship has been confirmed as
statistically indicative one as well. In terms of the type, it represents
sort of causality, since the lowest values of both the calculated (F) and
(T) were (714.86) and (26.74) in order> their parallel tabulated values,
which were for (F) and (T) equal to (3.92) and (1.98) in order, at the
levels of sig. (0.05), with a df (1,183) and (184) respectively. The
highest sig. or (p) of both (F) and (T) was approximately (0.00) in all
cases. Moreover, this relationship concerning the form was linear.
Since the lowest value of linear by linear (Ch)2 was (146.50) > its
tabulated one that’s mentioned above as (26.3) and (32.00) at the same
levels of sig. (0.05) and (0.01) respectively, with a df equal to (16)
while sig. or (p) was approximately (0.00). The direction of this
relationship has been proved to show a directly proportional one, the
values of the regression coefficient or (f3), those previously confirmed
by the significance of both F-ratio and T-test, were positive-signal ones
and ranging between (+0.73) and (+1.05). Regarding the strength, it
was strong in terms of the direction and form, since the lowest values
of both (R) and (R)2 were (0.89) and (0.80) respectively. Those were
positive and> (+0.85) in the case of (R), while they were far> (0.50)
in the case of (R) 2, All these values could be shown above in detail by
the same Table (8).

Statistical verification to the above tackled relationship could be
interpretatively shown by taking into account that there is an urgent
need for easily explaining and communicating the issue of “trying
versus repeating” to the governmental hospitals’ top-managers - as an
example of management practitioners who are originally non-specialist
in the field of management - so as to create their effortless awareness
and consideration to such an issue. This could be occurred through
utilizing an epistemologically-based approach as follows:

o Management shpuld consider that that the condition to commit
with when exploiting resources is to use them according to what is
exactly required.

o Management should consider that what is exactly required could
be identified according to the evaluation of alternative needs, or
what is urgently needed:
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o Management should consider that what is urgently needed has to
be recognized by continually mapping the organization needs.

o Management should consider that meeting what is urgently
needed, allowing the condition of efficiency in resource
exploitation.

o Although they are doing their best, governments used to be
accused with shortage. The reason is most probably returning to
their use for resources to meet non-urgent needs rather than
exploiting these resources in meeting the urgent ones. The third
world core management problem, thats drawn on the organizations
as well, is between using and exploiting resources.

o Management of organization should consider that optimality is
relative and commonly immeasurable while efficiency is precisely
measurable.

o Efficiency is the law to follow and commit with, for exploiting
resources rather than using them..

Testing the hypothesis (2/4)
The null sub-hypothesis (2/4) that was based upon the non-existence of
statistically indicative significant relationship between on the one
hand, the lack of governmental hospital top managers’ adoption to the
academically right concept of management, and on the other hand,
their need for epistemologically considering the conceptu~1 issue of
“feasible versus available resourcesir has been rejected. On contrary
the oppositely alternative one that was based upon the existence of
such a relationship has been accepted. The verification ofthc latter was
statistically justified according to two phases.

1,.j~çJ9) Relationship between the dependent v. (B) and the indepenient v. (C4)

Testifying the relationship Testifying it’ denotation

Linear byPearson Likelihood Linear Type, directioi, Iorrn and degree

No. ] (Clii)— Ratio (Chiy (Chi)2

VOL ICal. Sig Cal. Sig. Cal. Sig. Cal. Sig. Cal. Sig. R Co.

value (1’) value (F) value (P) (F) (P) (f3) (T) (P) Co. R’

B&c4.1 516.30 0.00 318,15 0.00 171.63 0.00 2539.9a o.r~ 0.95 50.40 0.00 0.97 0.93

B&c4.2 178.82 0.00 389.20 0.00 170.69 0.00 2347.77 ‘.00 0,89 48.45 0.00 0.96 0,93

B&c4.3 J 182.15 0.00 383.35 0.00 i~7Y4 0.00 -~$~4~ 0.00 b~Rë 4~.40 0.00 0,98 OSI

B&c4.4 5775 0,00 379.42 0.00 173.16 0.00 2923$’ 0.00 o:ai 54,07 0.00 0.97 0.94

0.00 ~Z4~S6 0.00 170.13 0.00 224~’.71 0,00 0.88 47.38 0,00 096 0.92

Source: Based upon empirical study
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At the level of significance, whereas the results could be
generalized on the whole research population, this relationship has
significantly been established As the minimum calculated value of
(Ch)2 according to both person and likelihood were (44229) and
(374.34) > the equivalent tabulated ones those were (26.3) and (32.00),
at level of sig. (0.05) and (0.01) respectively, and df equal to (16). The
sig. or (p) value was approximately (0.00) in all the times, this is
shown by Table (9).

At the level of denotation, this relationship has been confirmed as
statistically indicative one as well. In terms of the type, it represents
sort of causality, since the lowest values of both the calculated (F) and
(T) were (1883.47) and (43.40) in order > their parallel tabulated
values, which were for (F) and (T) equal to (3.92) and (1.98) in order,
at the levels of sig. (0.05), with a df (1,183) and (184) respectively.
The highest sig. or (p) of both (F) and (T) was approximately (0.00) in
all cases. Moreover, this relationship concerning the form was linear.
Since the lowest value of linear by linear (Ch)2 was (167.71) > its
tabulated one that’s mentioned above as (26.3) and (32.00) at the same
levels of sig. (0.05) and (0.01) respectively, with a df equal to (16)
while sig. or (p) was approximately (0.00). The direction of this
relationship has been proved to show a directly proportional one, the
values of the regression coefficient or (f3), those previously confirmed
by the significance of both F-ratio and T-test, were positive-signal ones
and ranging between (+0.87) and (+0.96). Regarding the strength, it
was strong in terms of the direction and form, since the lowest values
of both (R) and (R)2 were (0.96) and (0.91) respectively. Those were
positive and> (+0.95) in the case of (R), while they were far> (0.50)
in the case of (R) ~. All these values could be shown above in detail by
the same Table (9).

Statistical verification to the above tackled relationship could be
interpretativelY shown by taking into account that there is an urgent
need for easily explaining and communicating the issue of ‘trying
versus repeating” to the governmental hospitals top-managers - as an
example of management practitioners who are originally non-specialist
in the field of management - so as to create their effortless awareness
and consideration to such an issue. This could be occurred through
utilizing an epistemologicaliyba5~1 approach as follows:

o Management should not consider only the available resources, that
may be allowed for now, it is not a matter of bird in hand.
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o Management should consider the transferable, the available, and
the expected resources; it is a matter of considering not only what
is available but also what is feasible.

o Management should consider the feasibility in managing the
organization resources the same as it was considered when
organization was in the project phase.

o Management should consider that organizations borne as projects,
that are subject to feasibility studies before being able to exist and
work on resources as organizations. Projects are the fetuses of
organizations.

o Management should consider that as long as they are in need for
making decisions to exploit resources, they will be in need for
making feasibility studies; it is inevitably the continuous task.

o Management should consider that the decisions taken for
exploiting resources are logically new projects or in other words
emerging sub-projects that have to subject normally to feasibility
rather than availability studies.

Testing the hypothesis (2/5)
The null sub-hypothesis (2/5) that was based upon the non-existence of
statistically indicative significant relationship between on the one
hand, the lack of governmental hospital top managers’ adoption to the
academically right concept of management, and on the other hand,
their need for epistemologically considering the conceptual issue of
“organizational versus individual work” has been rejected. On
contrary the oppositely alternative one that was based upon the
existence of such a relationship has been accepted. The verification of
the latter was statistically justified according to two phases

Table (IO~ Relationship between the dependent v. (B) and the independent v.
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At the level of significance, whereas the results could be
generalized on the whole research population, this relationship has
significantly been established. As the minimum calculated value of
(Ch)2 according to both person and likelihood were (447.50) and
(347.33) > the equivalent tabulated ones those were (26.3) and (32.00),
at level of sig. (0.05) and (0.01) respectively, and df equal to (16). The
sig. or (p) value was approximately (0.00) in all the times, this is
shown by Table (10).

At the level of denotation, this relationship has been confirmed as
statistically indicative one as well. In terms of the type, it represents
sort of causality, since the lowest values of both the calculated (F) and
(T) were (1659.05) and (40.73) in order > their parallel tabulated
values, which were for (F) and (T) equal to (3.92) and (1.98) in order,
at the levels of sig. (0.05), with a df (1,183) and (184) respectively.
The highest sig. or (p) of both (F) and (T) was approximately (0.00) in
all cases. Moreover, this relationship concerning the form was linear.
Since the lowest value of linear by linear (Ch)2 was (165.72) > its
tabulated one that’s mentioned above as (26.3) and (32.00) at the same
levels of sig. (0.05) and (0.01) respectively, with a df equal to (16)
while sig. or (~p) was approximately (0.00). The direction of this
relationship has been proved to show a directly proportional one, the
values of the regression coefficient or (j3), those previously confirmed
by the significance of both F-ratio and T-test, were positive-signal ones
and ranging between (+0.84) and (+0.97). Regarding the strength, it
was strong in terms of the direction and form, since the lowest values
of both (R) and (R)2 were (+0.95) and (0.90) respectively. Those were
positive and > (+0.90) in the case of (R), while they were far > (0,50)
in the case of (R) 2, All these values could be shown above in detail by
the same Table (10).

Statistical verification to the above tackled relationship could be
interpretatively shown by taking into account that there is an urgent
need for easily explaining and communicating the issue of “trying
versus repeating” to the governmental hospitals’ top-managers - as an
example of management practitioners who are originally non-specialist
in the field of management - so as to create their effortless awareness
and consideration to such an issue. This could be occurred through
utilizing an episternologically-based approach as follows:

o Management should consider that the works to be performed,
generally in life, could be classified into two sorts. One to be
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perfectly done by an individual based upon his brain. The other
couldn’t be done but through at least two individuals or may be
more.

o Management has to consider that the work to be performed
perfectly by just an individual, should not subject to the interest of
management, unless we consider that management as an artificial
system is better than human brain as a natural one for managing
such sort of work. Soloist cannot be managed for himself, whereas
it is needed to manage him only when involving as a member in
music band or team.

o Management should consider that the work to be performed by
more than one individual should subject to management interest,
that’s because we cannot have a grantee concerning the
cooperation amongst the group of people collectively involved in
performing such a sort of work.

o Management should consider that cooperation is the core task to
do in order to get the organizational group-work effectively
performed. The cooperation amongst the organization members
should not left to the sudden or to be automatically happened, it
should be intentionally separated from the other forms of social
behavior to be particularly dealt with by using the management
factor.

o Management should consider that the more the capability of
occurring the cooperation, the more the formal organization, the
more the stability of organization, and vice versa. The less the
capability of occurring the cooperation, the more the informal
organization, the less the stability of organization, the more the
probability of its decline.

o Management should consider that as long as organizations are born
to live not to die — early without full life cycle — they should take
into consideration that informal organizations are the anti-co
operational viruses threatening their life.

o Management should consider that cooperation is the hub of
organizational work; it is a matter of necessity.

Testing the hypothesis (216)

The null sub-hypothesis (2/6) that was based upon the non-existence of
statistically indicative significant relationship between on the one
hand, the lack of governmental hospital top managers’ adoption to the
academically right concept of management, and on the other hand,
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their need for epistemologically considering the conceptual issue of
“work through versus by others” has been rejected. On contrary the
oppositely alternative one that was based upon the existence of such a
relationship has been accepted. The verification of the latter was
statistically justified according to two phases.

Table (11) Relationship between the dependent v. (B) and the independent v. (C6)

Source: Based upon empirical study

At the level of significance, whereas the results could be
generalized on the whole research population, this relationship has
significantly been established. As the minimum calculated value of
(Ch)2 according to both person and likelihood were (443.07) and
(339.44) > the equivalent tabulated ones those were (26.3) and (32.00),
at level of sig. (0.05) and (0.01) respectively, and df equal to (16). The
sig. or (p) value was approximately (0.00) in all the times, this is
shown by Table (1 1).

At the level of denotation, this relationship has been confirmed as
statistically indicative one as well. In terms of the type, it represents
sort of causality, since the lowest values of both the calculated (F) and
(T) were (1410.39) and (37.56) in order> their parallel tabulated
values, which were for (F) and (T) equal to (3.92) and (1.98) in order,
at the levels of sig. (0.05), with a df (1,183) and (184) respectively.
The highest sig. or (p) of both (F) and (T) was approximately (0.00) in
all cases. Moreover, this relationship concerning the form was linear.
Since the lowest value of linear by linear (Ch)2 was (162.87)> its
tabulated one that’s mentioned above as (26.3) and (32.00) at the same
levels of sig. (0.05) and (0.01) respectively, with a df equal to (16)
while sig. or (p) was approximately (0.00). The direction of this
relationship has been proved to show a directly proportional one, the

Testifying the relationship

No.
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var.

Pearson Likelihood Linear by
(Chi) Ratio (Chif Linear (Chiy

Testifying its denotation

Cal. Sig. Cal. Sig. Cal.
value (F) value (F) value
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(P)

8&c6.1

B&cS.2

8&cB.3

68,c6.4

8&cG.5

Reg.Cal. Sig. Co.
(F) (P) (Is)

$43~0~~
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470.26

486.09

468.21

0,00 ~t$~l4
0.00 412.65

0.00 372.92

0.00 352.14

0,00 397.64

Cal. Sig. R Co.
(T) (F) Co. R’

0.00 ~it2.$7
0.00 176.17

0.00 170.47

0.00 166.29

0.00 171,64

0.00

0.00

0,00

0.00

0.00

;t4t0ja~
4115.96

2305.65

1718.25

2541.74

0.00 *!97 ‘37~$~

0.00 0.96 64.16

‘0.00 0.91 48.02

0.00 0.95 41.45

0.00 ØSO 50.42
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0.00 0.98 0.96

0.00 0.96 0.93

0.00 0.95 0.90

0.00 0.97 0.93
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values of the regression coefficient or (J3), those previously confirmed
by the significance of both F-ratio and T-test, were positive-signal ones
and ranging between (+0.90) and (+0.97). Regarding the strength, it
was strong in terms of the direction and form, since the lowest values
of both (R) and (R)2 were (+0.94) and (0.89) respectively. Those were
positive and> (+0.90) in the case of(R), while they were far> (0.50)
in the case of(R) 2 All these values could be shown above in detail by
the same Table (II).

Statistical verification to the above tackled relationship could be
interpretatively shown by taking into account that there is an urgent
need for easily explaining and communicating the issue of “trying
versus repeating” to the governmental hospitals’ top-managers - as an
example of management practitioners who are originally non-specialist
in the field of management - so as to create their effortless awareness
and consideration to such an issue. This could be occurred through
utilizing an epistemologically-based approach as follows:

o Management should be looked at as a communication process that
interactively occurs between two wise parties; the manager and his
subordinator.

o Management should consider that the two parties - the manager
and his subordinator - are important for the organization, even if
the manager is mostly looked at as more important.

o Management should consider that the subordinator importance is
actually stemming not only from his work but also the manager’s
need, when necessarily, to delegate most of his work to him. The
subordinator importance is raised to the level of delegation
importance in management.

o Management should consider that the subordinator has to work in a
different way compared with his manager, either when doing his
own work or the work delegated by his manager; this is logically
occuntd because he is a different person.

o Management should consider that both the means and results are
important in performing work but the latter should be given the
priority to the first.

o Management should consider that the accumulation of
management thought history has denied dealing with subordinators
as machines, the work done by instead through them. This is
recommended in all the schools of management successively come
after the school of scientific management.
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o Management should consider that most of the advanced schools of
management, while restricting the role of manager they extending
the role of his subordinator. Just to show that he is trustworthy to
work through rather than by.

Testing the hypothesis (2/7)

The null sub-hypothesis (2/7) that was based upon the non-existence of
statistically indicative significant relationship between on the one
hand, the lack of governmental hospital top managers’ adoption to the
academically right concept of management, and on the other hand,
their need for epistemologically considering the conceptual issue of
“practicing versus experiencing” has been rejected. On contrary the
oppositely alternative one that was based upon the existence of such a
relationship has been accepted. The verification of the latter was
statistically justified according to two phases.

Table (12) Relationship between the dependent v. (B) and the independent v. (C7)

Source: Based upon empirical study
At the

generalized
significantly
(Ch)2 according to both person and likelihood wcre (439.78) and
(2834.26) > the equivalent tabulated ones those were (26.3) and
(32.00), at level of sig. (0.05) and (0.01) respectively, and df equal to
(16). The sig. or (p) value was approximately (0.00) in all the times,
this is shown by Table (12).

At the level of denotation, this relationship has been confirmed as
statistically indicative one as well. In terms of the type, it represents

Testifying the relationship

Pearson Likelihood Linear by
(Chi)z Ratio (Chi)’ Linear (Chi)’No.

of
var.

Testifying its denotation

Type, direction, form and degree

Cal. Sig. Cal. Sig. Cal. Sig.
value (P) ~value (P) value (P)

8&c7.I 456.54 0.00 372.54 0.00 168.61 0.00

B&c7.2 514.35 0.00 373.76 0.00 169.91 0.00

8&c7 3 4~7S 000 à6326 000 IM77 000

88.c7.4 469.91 0.00 385.25 0.00 . 165.83 0.00

5&c7.5 489.69 0.00 371.10 0.00 166,09 0.00

, Reg.
Cal. Sig. Co Cal. S,g. R Co.
(F) (P) (T) (P) Co. R’

2005.29 0.00 ~EOT 44.78 0.00 0.96 0.92

2206.32 0.00 0.96 46.97 0.00 0.96 0.92

asfld 000 091 ~1i3 000 O92 064

1670.28 0.00 flS 40.87 0.00 0.95 0,90

1696.70 0.00 0.95 41.19 0.00 0.95 0.90

level of significance, whereas the results could be
on the whole research population, this relationship has
been established. As the minimum calculated value of
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sort of causality, since the lowest values of both the calculated (F) and
(T) were (968.80) and (31.13) in order> their parallel tabulated values,
which were for (F) and (T) equal to (3.92) and (1.98) in order, at the
levels of sig. (0.05), with a df (1,183) and (184) respectively. The
highest sig. or (p) of both (F) and (T) was approximately (0.00) in all
cases. Moreover, this relationship concerning the form was linear.
Since the lowest value of linear by linear (Ch)2 was (154.77) > us
tabulated one that’s mentioned above as (26.3) and (32.00) at the same
levels of sig. (0.05) and (0.01) respectively, with a df equal to (16)
while sig. or (p) was approximately (0.00). The direction or this
relationship has been proved to show a directly proportional qne, the
values of the regression coefficient or (~3), those previously confirmed
by the significance of both F-ratio and T-test, were positive-signal ones
and ranging between (+0.86) and (+1.01). Regarding tlt strength, it
was strong in terms of the direction and form, since the lowest values
of both (R) and (R)2 were (+0.92) and (0.84) respectively. Those were
positive and > (+0.90) in the case of (R), while they were > (0.80) in
the case of (R) 2 All these values could be shown above in detail by
the same Table (12).

Statistical verification to the above tackled relationship could be
interpretatively shown by taking into account that there is an urgent
need for easily explaining and communicating the issue of trying
versus repeating” to the governmental hospitals’ top-n~nagers - as an
example of management practitioners who are originzily non-specialist
in the field of management - so as to create their cffortless awareness
and consideration to such an issue. This could be occurred through
utilizing an epistemologieally-based approach as follows:

o Management should consider that p~actieing is a pre-requisite
condition for getting things efficiottly done; when you manage
you have to have yourself suffwicritly practiced.

o Management should consider that getting managers practiced in
work, is a function in makirg them sufficiently exposed to a set of
factors; position, time, ,lace, knowledge, and experience.
Experience is just one corjition for managing efficiently.

o Management should cnisider that experience is an important
condition for managiw efficiently, but it is required as only one
condition within the context of the other practicing conditions.
These conditions arenteraetively working.

o Management shoull consider that the more the practical
information got by ome one concerning certain work — from how
to smile to how technically it is performed — the more the
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capability he may have in managing such a work. It is a factor of
experience.

o Management should consider that the more the time spent by
someone in certain work the more the capability he may have in
managing such a work. It is a factor of time.

o Management should consider that the more the familiarity of
someone, concerning certain place of work, the more the capability
he may have in managing such a work. It is a factor of place.

o Management should consider that the more the managerial
lcnowledge or background of someone in the field of certain work,
the more the capability he may have in managing such a work. It is
a factor of management specialization.

o Management should consider that the more the sticking of
someone in certain position of work, the more the capability he
may have in managing such a work. It is a factor of position.

Testing the hypothesis (2/8)

The null sub-hypothesis (2/8) that was based upon the non-existence of
statistically indicative significant relationship between on the one
hand, the lack of governmental hospital top managers’ adoption to the
academically right concept of management, and on the other hand,
their need for epistemologically considering the conceptual issue of
“behavioral versus technical functions” has been rejected. On
contrary the oppositely alternative one that was based upon the
existence of such a relationship has been accepted. The verification of
the latter was statistically justified according to two phases.

Table (13) Relationship between the dependent v. (B) and the independent v. (C8)

Source: Based upon empirical study
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At the level of significance, whereas the results could be
generalized on the whole research population, this relationship has
significantly been established. As the minimum calculated value of
(Ch)2 according to both person and likelihood were (443.73) and
(371.41)> the equivalent tabulated ones those were (26.3) and (32.00),
at level of sig. (0.05) and (0.01) respectively, and df equal to (16). The
sig. or (p) value was approximately (0.00) in all the times, this is
shown by Table (13).

At the level of denotation, this relationship has been confirmed as
statistically indicative one as well. In terms of the type, it represents
sort of causality, since the lowest values of both the calculated (F) and
(T) were (1643.42) and (40.54) in order> their parallel tabulated
values, which were for (F) and (T) equal to (3.92) and (1.98) in order,
at the levels of sig. (0.05), with a df (1,183) and (184) respectively.
The highest sig. or (p) ofboth (F) and (T) was approximately (0.00) in
all cases. Moreover, this relationship concerning the form was linear.
Since the lowest value of linear by linear (Ch)2 was (165.56)> its
tabulated one that’s mentioned above as (26.3) and (32.00) at the same
levels of sig. (0.05) and (0.01) respectively, with a df equal to (16)
while sig. or (p) was approximately (0.00). The direction of this
relationship has been proved to show a directly proportional one, the
values of the regression coefficient or (f3), those previously confirmed
by the significance of both F-ratio and T-test, were positive-signal ones
and ranging between (+0.87) and (+0.96). Regarding the strength, it
was strong in terms of the direction and form, since the lowest values
of both (R) and (R)2 were (±0.95) and (0.90) respectively. Those were
positive and> (+0.90) in the case of(R), while they were far> (0.50)
in the case of(R) 2 All these values could be shown above in detail by
the same Table (13).

Statistical verification to the above tackled relationship could be
interpretatively shown by taking into account that there is an urgent
need for easily explaining and communicating the issue of “trying
versus repeating to the governmental hospitals’ top-managers - as an
example of management practitioners who are originally non-specialist
in the field of management - so as to create their effortless awareness
and consideration to such an issue. This could be occurred through
utilizing an epistemologically-based approach as follows:

o Management should consider that managerial functions could
technically classify into four broad categories of functions that
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commonly known as planning, organizing, directing and
controlling.

o Management should consider that planning as a technical function
is commonly concerned with the issues such as organization
philosophy, mission, strategy, objectives, polices, programs,
tactics, procedures, techniques and others.

o Management should consider that organizing as a technical
function is commonly concerned with issues such as; speci~’ing
activities, units and departments, specializations, authorities,
responsibilities, relations, structure, dfrectory and others.

o Management should consider that directing as a technical function
is commonly concerned with issues such as; instructions and
orders, communication, motivation, leadership, dealing with the
informal organizations and others.

o Management should consider that controlling as a technical
function is commonly concerned with issues such as; criteria and
standards, measures, measurements tools and techniques, actual
performance, comparison, permitted and non-permitted deviations,
corrections of deviations or standards, and others.

o Management should consider that managerial functions are not
only restricted in technical ones but also there are behavioral
functions. Since the milestone in management process is to get the
behavior of people directed toward the organization’s objectives.

o Management should consider that the behavior of people, as an
object or variable it works on, is uncountable and may be endless,
concerning both the sort and number. Accordingly behavioral
functions of management are endless as well.

o Management should consider that despite the endless of
management behavioral functions it could be relatively classified -

just to get them easily understood — into categories such as deeds,
says, motions, emotions, interactions, intimations, hints,
imitations, examples, body language, behaviors, perceptions,
tendencies, attitudes, and others. Getting closed to this proposition
consider eye look as management function.

Testing the hypothesis (2/9)

The null sub-hypothesis (2/9) that was based upon the non-existence of
statistically indicative significant relationship between on the one
hand, the lack of governmental hospital top managers adoption to the
academically right concept of management, and on the other hand,
their need for epistemologically considering the conceptual issue of”
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At the level of significance, whereas the results could be
generalized on the whole research population, this relationship has
significantly been established. As the minimum calculated value of
(Ch)2 according to both person and likelihood were (471.02) and
(367.56)> the equivalent tabulated ones those were (26.3) and (32.00),
at level of sig. (0.05) and (0.01) respectively, and df equal to (16). The
sig. or (p) value was approximately (0.00) in all the times, this is
shown by Table (14).

At the level of denotation, this relationship has been confirmed as
statistically indicative one as well. In tenns of the type, it represents
sort of causality, since the lowest values of both the calculated (F) and
(T) were (1598.95) and (39.99) in order > their parallel tabulated
values, which were for (F) and (T) equal to (3.92) and (1.98) in order,
at the levels of sig. (0.05), with a df (1,183) and (184) respectively.
The highest sig. or (p) of both (F) and (T) was approximately (0.00) in
all cases. Moreover, this relationship concerning the form was linear.
Since the lowest value of linear by linear (Ch)2 was (165.10) > its
tabulated one that’s mentioned above as (26.3) and (32.00) at the same
levels of sig. (0.05) and (0.01) respectively, with a df equal to (16)
while sig. or (p) was approximately (0.00). The direction of this
relationship has been proved to show a directly proportional one, the

original versns derivative activities” has been rejected. On contrary
the oppositely alternative one that was based upon the existence of
such a relationship has been accepted. The verification of the latter was
statistically justified according to two phases.

Table (14) Relationship between the depencknt v. (B) and the indenendent v. (C9)

Testifying the relationship Testifying its denotation

Pearson Likelihood Linear by Type, direction, form and degree

No. (Chi)3 Ratio (Chiy Linear (Chi)2
of

var. . . Reg.
Cal. Sig. Cal. S~g. Cal. S!g. Cal. Sig. Co. Cal. Sig. R Co.
value (F) valtre (P) value (P) (F) (P) (T) (F) Co. P.’

6&c9.1 4~?L~2 0.00 ~Ø7~6 0.00 ~ 0.00 ~à~S 0.00 Q.~ ~.99 0.00 0:95 dab
8&c9.2 482.16 0.00 383.36 0.00 167.71 0.00 1883.47 0.00 0.96 43.40 0.00 0.96 0.91

B&c9.3 514.35 0.00 373.76 0.00 169.91 0.00 2206,32 0.00 .dpB 46,97 0.00 0.96 0.92

8&c9.4 473.95 0.00 379.03 0.00 169.13 0.00 2081.77 0.00 0.93 45.63 0.00 0.95 0.92

8&cS.5 504.38 0.00 405.41 0.00 175.01 0.00 3562.94 0.00 0.91 59.69 0.00 0.98 0.95

Source: Based upon empirical study
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values of the regression coefficient or (j3), those previously confirmed
by the significance of both F-ratio and T-test, were positive-signal ones
and ranging between (+0.88) and (+0.98). Regarding the strength, it
was strong in terms of the direction and form, since the lowest values
of both (R) and (R)2 were (+0.95) and (0.90) respectively. Those were
positive and> (0.90) in the case of(R), while they were far> (0.50) in
the case of (R) 2 All these values could be shown above in detail by
the same Table (14).

Statistical verification to the above tackled relationship could be
interpretatively shown by taking into account that there is an urgent
need for easily explaining and ~ommunieating the issue of “trying
versus repeating” to the governmental hospitals’ top-managers - as an
example, of management practitioners who are originally non-specialist
in the field of management - so as to create their effortless awareness
and consideration to such an issue. This coUld be occurred through
utilizing an epistemoiogicallybased approach as follows:
o Management should consider that the activities to be done .by the

organizations - whatever their philosophy and nature - include
marketing, production, financing, supplying, and human resource.

o Management should consider that when the organization activities
apparently look different because of their fieldwork’s technical
nature, as happened in hospitals for instance, they should not be
believed in by the managers as originally different.

o Management should consider that it is a matter of necessity to look
at the technical works within the context of their original
classification, unlcss this orientation is carefully settled managers -

by the time - will be deviated from the basic knowledge that’s
allowed to apply in every certain area.

o Management should consider that, the more organization
accumulatively used to ignore committing with returning their
technical activities back to their original classification, the more
the failure in considering how to manage them, the more the
inability to get effectively the required objectives.

o Management should consider that, the technical nature of
organizations’ activity should not get them deviated far away from
their original activity nature.

Testing the hypothesis (2/10)

The null sub-hypothesis (2/10) that was based upon the non-existence
of statistically indicative significant relationship between on the one
hand, the lack of governmental hospital top mai~agers’ adoption to the
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academically right concept of management, and on the other hand,
their need for epistemologically considering the conceptual issue of
“ordering versus priority” has been rejected. On contrary the
oppositely alternative one that was based upon the existence of such a
relationship has been accepted. The verification of the latter was
statistically justified according to two phases.

Table (IS) Relationship between the dependent v. (B) and the independent v. (ClO)

Testifying the relationship Testifying Is denotation

Pearson Likelihood Linear by Type, direction, form and degree

No. (Chi~ Ratio (Clii)2 Linear (Chip
of

var. Cal. . Cal. . . . keg.
Sig. Sig. Cal. Sig. Cal. Sig. Co Cal. Sig. R Co.

value (P) value (P) value (P) (F) (P) (~3) (T) (P) Co. R2

n&cIO.1 439.85 0.00 373.86 0.00 170.08 000 2235.83 0.tO O.h~ 47.30 0.00 0.96 0.92

B&c102 43’USS 000 36557 000 16342 000 14U~6 coo oco 3812 000 094 ~gg
B&clO.3 550.77 000 375.92 0.00 173.46 0.00 3010.27 3.00 0.94 64.87 0.00 0.97 0.94

n&clo.4 532.94 0.00 ~ 0.00 171.82 0.00 2580.57 000 0.96 50.80 0.00 0.97 0.93

n&clO.5 479,49 0.00 379.26 0.00 171.88 0.tO 2594.82 0.00 0.91 50.94 0.00 0.97 0.93

Source: Based upon empirical study

At the level of significance, whereas the results could be
generalized on the whole research population, this relationship has
significantly been established. As the minimum calculated value of
(Ch)2 according to both persol and likelihood were (431.53) and
(362.03) > the equivalent tabulated ones those were (26.3) and (32.00),
at level of sig. (0.05) and (on) respectively, and df equal to (16). The
sig. or (p) value was app,oximately (0.00) in all the times, this is
shown by Table (15).

At the level of denotation, this relationship has been confirmed as
statistically indicative me as well, In terms of the type, it represents
sort of causality, sinc~ the lowest values of both the calculated (F) and
(‘1’) were (1453.45) and (38.12) in order > their parallel tabulated
values, which werr for (F) and (T) equal to (3.92) and (1.98) in order,
at the levels of s~. (0.05), with a df (1,183) and (184) respectively.
The highest sig.Jr (p) of both (F) and (T) was approximately (0.00) in
all cases. MorMver, this relationship concerning the form was linear.
Since the blest value of linear by linear (Ch)2 was (163.42) > its
tabulated on~ that’s mentioned above as (26.3) and (32.00) at the same
levels of sit. (0.05) and (0.01) respectively, with a df equal to (16)
while sig. )r (p) was approximately (0.00). The direction of this
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relationship has been proved to show a directly proportional one, the
values of the regression coefficient or (~3), those previously confirmed
by the significance of both F-ratio and T-test, were positive-signal ones
and ranging between (+0.87) and (+0.96). Regarding the strength, it
was strong in terms of the direction and form, since the lowest values
of both (R) and (R)2 were (+0.94) and (0.89) respectively Those were
positive and> (+0.90) in the ease of (R), while they were far> (0.50)
in the ease of (R) 2• All these values could be shown above in detail by
the same Table (15).

Statistical verification to the above tackled relationship could be
interpretatively shown by taking into account that there is an urgent
need for easily explaining and ~~mmunieating the issue of “frying
versus repeating” to the governmental hospitals’ top-managers - as an
example of management practitioners who are originally non-specialist
in the field of management - so as to create their effortlessly awareness
and consideration to such an issue. This could be occurred through
utilizing an epistemologicallYbased approach as follows:

o Management should consider that production and marketing are
the two activities of organization that are used to have first level of
ranking while the other three activities of finance, human
resources, and supply used to have the second level of ranking.

o Management should consider that ranking production and
marketing before other activities is actually justified according to
the need; organization will be in need for other activities just
because of their need to production and marketing. It is a matter of
need ordering.

o Management should consider that when executing these five
activities we need to set up finance, human resource and supply
before being able to execute production and marketing. This
reasoning the confusion actually faced by the managers, which
result in different orientations of activity-focus.

o Management should consider that the five activities of
organization although they may have different ranking priorities
according to the certain manager perspective, it has to be
highlighted that these activities are equally have the same priority
of important.

o Management should consider that wedding day is the most
important day in cable marriage life, but both of them have met
each other one day before, the day they have met each other
whish is less important, comes before the day they have got
married whish is the most important.
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Testing the hypothesis (2/11)

The null sub-hypothesis (2/11) that was based upon the non.existence
of statistically indicative significant relationship between on the one
hand, the lack of governmental hospital top managers adoption to the
academically right concept of management, and on the othet hand,
their need for epistemologically considering the conceptual issue of
“so as to versus to attain objectives” has been rejected. On contrary
the oppositely alternative one that was based upon the existence of
such a relationship has been accepted. The verification of the latter was

statistically justified according to two phases.
Table (16) Relationship between the dependent v. (B) and the independentv. (Cli)

Source: Based upon empirical study

At the level of significance, whereas the results could be
generalized on the whole research population, this relationship has
significantly been established, As the minimum calculated value of
(Ch)2 according to both person and likelihood were (430.36) and
(363.60) > the equivalent tabulated ones those were (26.3) and (32.00),
at level of sig. (0.05) and (0.01) respectively, and df equal to (16). The
sig. or (p) value was approximately (0.00) in all the times, this is
shown by Table (16).

At the level of denotation, this relationship has been confirmed as
statistically indicative one as well. In terms of the type, it represents
sort of causality, since the lowest values of both the calculated (F) and
(T) were (2109.90) and (45.93) in order > their parallel tabulated
values, which were for (F) and (T) equal to (3.92) and (1.98) in order,
at the levels of sig. (0.05), with a df (1,183) and (184) respectively.

Testifying the relationship

No.
of

var.

Pearson Likelihood Linear by
(Chi9 Ratio (Chi)’ Linear (Clii)’

Testifying its denotation

Cal. Cal.
sig.
(P)

value

Type, direction, form and degree

value

Sig. Cal. Sig.
(P) value (P)

Reg.
Cal. Sig. Co.
(F) (P) (F~)

cli. I

n&cIl.2

8&clI.3

8&cli.4

n&cII.S

480.08

521.08
528.39
410a8

690.08

Cal.
(T)

0.00 403.32

0.00 396,61

0.00 408.79

0.00 ~&e~:
0.00 391,73

Sig. R Co.
(P) Co. K’

0.00 175.87

0.00 172.10

0.00 115.81

0.00 r~Tfø:~t3
0.00 175.80

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

3957.11

2645.84

3928.15

3921.32

0.00 0.90 62.91

0.00 0.96 51.44

0.00 0.93 82.87

0.00 ;.ne ~
0.00 b;eo 62.52

0.00 0.98 0.96

0.00 0.97 0.94

0.00 0.98 0.96

0.00 t.96 2

0.00 0.98 0.98
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The highest sig. or (p) of both (F) and (T) was approximately (0.00) in
all cases. Moreover, this relationship concerning the form was linear.
Since the lowest value of linear by linear (Ch)2 was (169.31) > its
tabulated one that’s mentioned above as (26.3) and (32.00) at the same
levels of sig. (0.05) and (0.01) respectively, with a df equal to (16)
while sig. or (p) was approximately (0.00). The direction of this
relationship has been proved to show a directly proportional one, the
values of the regression coefficient or (f3), those previously confirmed
by the significance of both F-ratio and T-test, were positive-signal ones
and ranging between (+0.88) and (+0.99). Regarding the strength, it
was strong in terms of the direction and form, since the lowest values
of both (R) and (R)2 were (+0.96) and (0.92) respectively. Those were
positive and> (+0.95) in the case of (R), while they were far> (0.50)
in the case of (R) 2 All these values could be shown above in detail by
the same Table (16).

Statistical verification to the above tackled relationship could be
interpretative1)’ shown by taking into account that there is an urgent
need for easily explaining and communicating the issue of “frying
versus repeating’ to the governmental hospitals’ top-managers - as an
example of management practitioners who are originally non-specialist
in the field of management - so as to create their effortlessly awareness
and consideration to such an issue. This could be occurred through
utilizing an epistemologicallybased approach as follows:

o Management should consider that objectives cannot be attained
immediately; alternatively it has to start the process of attaining
them immediately. Getting the objectives attained is something
conditional.

o Management should consider that conditions of attaining
objectives are not only restricted in satisfying their commonly
Igiown characteristics, like accessibility, measurability and others
but also include managerial relevant conditions.

o Management should consider that there is a required period of time
for getting the goals attained. Objectives used to he attained in
short, moderate or long run. Management has to fit the time
allowed for attaining them.

o Management should ccinsider that objectives will not be attained
before exerting too much effort that has to be done sharing
between the managers and employees.

o Management should consid,er that objectives will not be attained
before efficicntly allocating the material resources, particularly the
required budgeting and financial resources.
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o Management should consider that objectives will be more often
than not fully attained, managers should professionally involve in
assessing the room allowed to deviate from objectives. Otherwise
the untrue recognized failure will turn later on to a true one.

Testing the hypothesis (2/12)

The null sub-hypothesis (2/12) that was based upon the non-existence
of statistically indicative significant relationship between on the one
hand, the lack of governmental hospital top managers’ adoption to the
academically right concept of management, and on the other hand,
their need for epistemologically considering the conceptual issue of
“effectiveness versus success” has been rejected. On contrary the
oppositely alternative one that was based upon the existence of such a
relationship has been accepted. The verification of the latter was
statistically justified according to two phases.

Table (17) Relationship between the dependent v. (B) and the independent n (C12)

Pearson
(Clu)’

Testifying the relationship

Likelihood Linear by
Ratio (Clii)’ Linear (Chi)’

Testifying its clenotinon

Type, direction, form, and degree
No.
of

var.

B&c12.1

58c12.2

8&c12.3

nacl2.4

n8cl2.5

1
Cal. Sig. Cal. Sig. Cal. Sig. Cal. Sig. Cal. Sig. R Co.

value (P) value (P) value (P) (F) (I’) (T) (I’) Co. R’

532.67 0.00 391,20 0.00 173.46 0.00 3010.73 0.00 ~ 54.87 0.00 0.97 0.94

510.05 0.00 396,62 0.00 176.00 0.00 4024.33 050 0.93 63.44 OW 0.98 0.96

521.09 0.00 368,00 0.00 169.36 0.00 2116.53 0.00 0.97 46.01 000 0.96 0.92

515,67 0.00 389.85 0.00 171,66 0.00 2545.74 800 092 50.46 0.00 0.97 0.93

3~~*°: 0.00 ~nc~ 0.Oo ~i.~sSi 000 ~ o.oo ~ s3:e~ 000 0S3 0t65

Source: Based upon empirical stud

At the level of significance, wher;as the results could be
generalized on the whole research pop.lation, this relationship has
significantly been established. As the ninimum calculated value of
(Ch)2 according to both person an~ likelihood were (415.60) and
(347.35) > the equivalent tabulated c’.es those were (26.3) and (32.00),
at level of sig. (0.05) and (0.01) re~ectively, and df equal to (16). The
sig. or (p) value was appro~mrtely (0.00) in all the times, this is
shown by Table (17).

At the level of denotatitl, this relationship has been confirmed as
statistically indicative one-s well. In terms of the type, it represents
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sort of causality, since the lowest values of both the calculated (F) and
(T) were (1153.59) and (33.96) in order > their parallel tabulated
values, which were for (F) and (T) equal to (3.92) and (1.98) in order,
at the levels of sig. (0.05), with a df (1,183) and (184) respectively.
The highest sig. or (p) of both (F) and (T) was approximately (0.00) in
all cases. Moreover, this relationship concerning the form was linear.
Since the lowest value of linear by linear (Ch)2 was (158.81) > its
tabulated one that’s mentioned above as (26.3) and (32.00) at the same
levels of sig. (0.05) and (0.01) respectively, with a df equal to (16)
while sig. or (p) was approximately (0.00). The direction of this
relationship has been proved to show a directly proportional one, the
values of the regression coefficient or (J3), those previously confirmed
by the significance of both F-ratio and T-test, were positive-signal ones
and ranging between (+0.81) and (+0.98). Regarding the strength, it
was strong in terms of the direction and form, since the lowest values
of both (R) and (R)2 were (+0.93) and (0.86) respectively. Those were
positive and > (+0.90) in the case of (R), while they were far> (0.50)
in the case of (R) 2 All these values could be shown above in detail by
the same Table (17).

Statistical verification to the above tackled relationship could he
interpretativcly shown by taking into account that there is an urgent
need for easily explaining and communicating the issue of “trying
versus repeating” to the governmental hospitals’ top-managers - as an
example of management practitioners who are originally non-specialist
in the field of management - so as to create their effortlessly awareness
and consideration to such an issue. This could be occurred through
utilizing an epistemologically-based approach as follows:

o Management should consider that effectiveness is the governing
law to follow in judging the success of organizations; it is the
objectively measurable criteria to assess the attainment of
objectives.

o Management should consider that the effective organization is the
one that getting its objectives attained as planned both
quantitatively and qualitatively. Considering permitted deviation,
there will not be any more or less.

o Management should consider that using other criteria in judging
the organizations capability concerning the objectives attainment,
will be deceiving.

o Management should consider that, using personal views to judge
the success of organizations should be maximum a subjective way
in assessing the attainment of objectives.
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o Management should consider that, using personal views to judge
the success of organizations should be at large an explanatory
supportive not essential.

Testing the hypothesis (2/13)
The null sub-hypothesis (2/13) that was based upon the non-existence
of statistically indicative significant relationship between on the one
hand, the lack of governmental hospital top managers’ adoption to the
academically right concept of management, and on the other hand,
their need for epistemologically considering the conceptual issue of
“means versus objectives” has been rejected. On contrary the
oppositely alternative one that was based upon the existence of such a
relationship has been accepted. The verification of the latter was
statistically justified according to two phases.

Table (18) Relationship between the dependent v. (B) and the independent v. (C13)

Testifying the relationship Tcstifying its denotation

Pcarson Likelihood Linear by Type, direction, form and degree

No. (Chi~ Ratio (Ch02 Linear (Chi)2
of

var. C’ I C I - Reg..a. Sig a. Sig. Cal. Sig. Cal. Sig. Co Cal. S~. R Co

value (P) value (P) value (I’) (F) (I’) (T) (P) Co. R’

6&c13,1 540.44 0.00 377.37 0.00 172.63 0.00 2777.98 0.00 0.92 52.71 0.00 0.97 0.94
8&clS.2 488.00 0.00 359,68 0.00 17097 0.00 2401 32 000 ~~o3 49.00 0,00 0.96 0.93

B&c13.3 530.27 0.00 404.88 0.00 175.05 0.00 3579.87 0.00 0.97 59.83 0.00 0,98 0,95

8&c13.4 44d.7.3 0,00 374.14 0.00 169.96 0.00 2215.12 0.00 0.86 47.07 0.00 0.96 0.92
n&c13.5 408.64 0.00 395.32 0.00 fei,f 0.00 ~ä~4~fa 0.00 GiSt 43,41 0.00 oSfi ~isj

Source: Based upon empirical study

At the level of significance, whereas the results could be
gencralized on the whole research population, this relationship has
significantly been established. As the minimum calculated value of
(Ch)2 according to both person and likelihood were (440.73) and
(359.88)> the equivalent tabulated ones those were (26.3) and (32.00),
at level of sig. (0.05) and (0.01) respectively, and df equal to (16). The
sig. or (p) value was approximately (0.00) in all the times, this is
shown by Table (18).

At the level of denotation, this relationship has been confirmed as
statistically indicative one as well. In terms of the type, it represents
sort of causality, since the lowest values of both the calculated (F) and
(T) were (1884.13) and (43.41) in order> their parallel tabulated
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values, which were for (F) and (T) equal to (3.92) and (1.98) in order,
at the levels of sig. (0.05), with a df (1,183) and (184) respectively.
The highest sig. or (p) of both (F) and (T) was approximat~Y (0.00) in
all cases. Moreover, this relationship ~onceming the form was linear.
Since the lowest value of linear by linear (Ch)2 was (167.71)> its
tabulated one that’s mentioned above as (26.3) and (32.00) at the same
levels of sig. (0.05) and (0.01) respecfivelY~ with a df equal to (16)
while sig. or (p) was approximatelY (0.00). The direction of this
relationship has been proved to show a directly proportional one, the
values of the re~ession coefficient or (p), those previously eonfi~ed
by the significance of both F-ratio and T-test, were positive-signal ones
and ranging between (+0.81) and (+1.03). Regarding the strength, it
was s~ong in tenns of the direction and foim, since the lowest values
of both (R) and (R)2 were (+0.96) and (0.91) respectively. Those were
positive and> (+0.95) in the case of (R), whil~ they were far> (0.50)
in the case of (R) 2• All these values could be shown above in detail by
the same Table (18).

Statistical verification to the above tackled relationship could be
~nterpretativ~y shown by taking into account that there is an urgent
need for easily explaining and ~0~municating the issue of “tt~ying

versus repeating” to the govemmental hospitals’ top~managers - as an
example of management practitioners who are originally non~speciahst
in the field of management - so as to create their effortlessly awareness
and consideration to such an issue. This could be occuned tl~ough
utilizing an ~pjstemoiogica1lyi~a5~ approach as follows:

o ~anagement should consider that it works for relatively arranged
objectives, based upon tangibilitY to intangibility these could be as
follows; score, hit, effect, target, objectives goals, results, aim,
intent, purposes, and ends. These are attained gradually on phases.

o ~anagement should consider that the more the tangibilitY, that
may perceived in the case of score, hit, effect, target, objectives
and goals the more the measurability they have, the more the
capability allowed to management to work on the means to get
them attained, and vice versa.

o Management should consider that the less the tangibilitY~ that may
perceived in the case of results, aim, intent ,purposes, and ends the
less the measurability, the less the capability allowed to
management to work on certain means to get them.

o Management should consider that the less tangible purposes are
attained when the more tangible ones getting attained. The first is
actually attained by getting latter attained.
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o Management should accordingly consider that, it does not achieve
or accomplish intangible nor even tangible goals, it maximum
getting objectives attained, by allowing the suitable circumstances
to this.

o Management should consider that when it works on the means, it
doesn’t given any guarantee for getting the objectives. The failure
to attain objectives or deviating so far from them is a probability to
expect.

o Management is not achieving objectives, it is allowing the
circumstances for the objectives to be achieved; it is preferable to
direct managers to consider attaining objectives rather than
achieving them. This will give much more opportunity for
management self-tolerance and also a room of avoidance to the
frustrating consequences of failure.

- Testing the hypothesis (2/14)
The null sub-hypothesis (2/14) that was based upon the non-existence
of statistically indicative significant relationship between on the one
hand, the lack of governmental hospital top managers adoption to the
academically right concept of management, and on the other hand,
their need for epistemologically considering the conceptual issue of
“changeable versus changing environment” has been rejected. On
contrary the oppositely alternative one that was based upon the
existence of such a relationship has been accepted. The verification of
the latter was statistically justified according to two phases.

Table 19 Relationshi between the de endent v. B and the inde endent v. C14

Testifying the relationship Testifying its denotation

Pearson Likelihood Linear by Type, direction, form and degree
No. (Clii)’ Ratio (Chi)2 Linear (Chiy
of

var.
Cal Cal Reg.

Sig. Sig. Cal. Sig. Cal. Sig. Co Cal. Sig. R Co.

value ~ value (P) value (F) (F) (F) (7’) (F) Co. R’

O&c14.1 53022 0.00 415,78 0.00 174.23 0.00 3263.55 0.00 0.94 57 13 000 0.97 0.95

n&c14.2 660.90 0.00 420.87 0.00 17997 0.00 8171.66 0.00 0.98 90.40 0.00 0.99 0.98

8&c14 3 4~7$3 000 39061 000 97o~s 000 227~Q5 000 p87 476~’ 000 096 0S3

8&c14.4 539.89 0.00 398.30 0.00 17554 0.00 3799.44 0.00 1.00 61.64 0.00 0.98 095

8&c14.5 585.26 0.00 396.45 0.00 175,16 0.00 3625.25 0.00 0.96 50.21 0.00 0.98 0.95

Source: Based upon empirical study
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At the level of significance, whereas the results could be
generalized on the whole research population, this relationship has
significantly been established. As the minimum calculated value of
(Ch)2 according to both person and likelihood were (457.83) and
(390.61)> the equivalent tabulated ones those were (26.3) and (32.00),
at level of sig. (0.05) and (0.01) respectively, and df equal to (16). The
sig. or (p) value was approximately (0.00) in all the times, this is
shown by Table (19).

At the level of denotation, this relationship has been confirmed as
statistically indicative one as well. In terms of the type, it represents
soft of causality, since the lowest values of both the calculated (F) and
(T) were (2272.05) and (47.67) in order> their parallel tabulated
values, which were for (F) and (T) equal to (3.92) and (1.98) in order,
at the levels of sig. (0.05), with a df 0,183) and (184) respectively.
The highest sig. or (p) of both (F) and (T) was approximately (0.00) in
all cases. Moreover, this relationship concerning the form was linear.
Since the lowest value of linear by linear (Ch)2 was (170.28)> its
tabulated one that’s mentioned above as (26.3) and (32.00) at the same
levels of sig. (0.05) and (0.01) respectively, with a df equal to (16)
while sig. or (p) was approximately (0.00). The direction of this
relationship has been proved to show a directly proportional one, the
values of the regression coefficient or (J3), those previously confirmed
by the significance of both F-ratio and T-test, were positive-signal ones
and ranging between (+0.87) and (+1.00). Regarding the strength, it
was strong in terms of the direction and form, since the lowest values
of both (R) and (R)2 were (+0.96) and (0.93) respectively. Those were
positive and> (0.95) in the case of(R), while they were far> (0.50) in
the case of(R) 2 All these values could be shown above in detail by
the same Table (19).

Statistical verification to the above tackled relationship could be
interpretatively shown by taking into account that there is an urgent
need for easily explaining and communicating the issue of “trying
versus repeating” to the governmental hospitals’ top-managers - as an
example of management practitioners who are originally non-specialist
in the field of management - so as to create their effortlessly awareness
and consideration to such an issue. This could be occurred through
utilizing an epistemologically-based approach as follows:

o Management should consider that organizations while working
through an internal environment they used to work within many
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larger external ones as will, there are too many relatively changing
variables included in each.

o Management should consider that the variables included in the
organization internal environment such as; managers, employees
as human resource, materials and work climate, are relatively less
changing, while they are relatively more changeable, the reason to
this could return to the existence of management as a powerfully
goveming factor inside the organization.

o Management should consider that the variables included in the
organization direct external environment - these are collectively
known as stakeholders such as; owners, customers, employees,
creditors, suppliers, competitors, and even managers and
employees as beneficiaries - are more or less relatively moderate
changing and changeable. The reason to this could return to the
existence of management as an unavoidably influencing factor
concerning organization-stakeholder relations.

o Management should consider that the variables included in the
organization external indirect environment -~ these are collectively
known as super systems such as; political, economic, technology,
demographic, population, culture, social, legal, and natural factors
- are relatively more changing, while they are relatively less
changeable, the reason to this could return to absence or non
existence of management as a powerfully governing factor outside
the organization.

o Management should consider that organizations have no way but
to adapt with their external environment, they should hardly work
all the time as much as they can to subject the willingly changeable
internal environment variables to the unwillingly changing
external environment variables, otherwise they will be moving in
hurry to decline.

Testing the hypothesis (2/15)

The null sub-hypothesis (2/15) that was based upon the non-existence
of statistically indicative significant relationship between on the one
hand, the lack of governmental hospital top managers’ adoption to the
academically right concept of management, and on the other hand,
their need for epistemologicaily considering the conceptual issue of
“first versus last condition in management” has been rejected. On
contrary the oppositely alternative one that was based upon the
existence of such a relationship has been accepted. The verification of
the latter was statistically justified according to two phases.
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Table 20 Relationshi between the de endent v. B and the mdc endent v. CiS
Testifying the relationship Testifying its denotation

Pearson Likelihood Linear by Type direction, form and degree

No. (Chi)’ Ratio (Chit Linear (Chi)2
of

var. Reg.
Cal. Sig. Cal. Sig. Cal. Sig. Cal. Sig. Co Cal. Sig. R Co.
value (F) value (F) value (F) (F) (F) ~ (T) (F) Co. R’

63015.1 504.78 0.00 377.10 0.00 172.52 0.00 2749.01 0.00 0.91 52.43 0.00 0.97 0.94

630152 471S 000 ~44Ol 000 16993 000 ~21C.06 000 103 4701 o00 090 092

a&clS.3 650.73 0.00 406.57 0.00 178.00 0.00 5426.34 0.00 0.98 73.66 0.00 0.96 0.97

B&c15.4 504.63 0.00 406,70 0.00 176,20 0.00 4132.69 0.00 0.92 64.29 0.00 0,96 0.96

63c15.5 496.77 0.00 39144 0.00 171.13 0.00 2433.25 0.00 ~ 49,33 0.00 0.96 0.93

Source: Based upon empirical study

At the level of significaflcei whereas the results could be
generalized on the whole research population~ this relationship has
significantly been established. As the minimum calculated value of
(Ch)2 according to both person and likelihood were (471.38) and
(344.07) > the equivalent tabulated ones those were (26.3) and (32.00),
at level of sig. (0.05) and (0.01) respectivelYi and df equal to (16). The
sig. or (p) value was approximately (0.00) in all the times, this is
shown by Table (20).

At the level of denotation, this relationship has been confirmed as
5tatistically indicative one as well. In terms of the type, it represents
sort of causality, since the lowest values of both the calculated (F) and
(T) were (2210.06) and (47.01) in order > their parallel tabulated
values, which were for (F) and (T) equal to (3.92) and (1.98) in order,
at the levels of sig. (0.05), with a df (1,183) and (184) respectively.
The highest sig. or (p) of both (F) and (T) was approximatelY (0.00) in
all cases. Moreover, this relationship concerning the form was linear.
Since the lowest value of linear by linear (Ch)2 was (169.93)> its
tabulated one that’s mentioned above as (26.3) and (32.00) at the same
levels of sig. (0.05) and (0.01) respectivelyi with a df equal to (16)
while sig. or (p) was approximately (0.00). The direction of this
relationship has been proved to show a directly proportional one, the
values of the re~e5Sion coefficient or (p), those previously confim~ed
by the significance of both F-ratio and T-test, were positive-signal ones
and ranging be~een (+0.91) and (+1.03). Regarding the strength, it
was strong in terms of the direction and form, since the lowest values
of both (R) and (R)2 were (+0.96) and (0.92) respectively. Those were
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positive and> (+0.95) in the case of (R), while they were far> (0.50)
in the case of(R) 2 All these values could be shown above in detail by
the same Table (20).

Statistical verification to this relationship could be interpretatively
shown by taking into account that there is an urgent need for easily
explaining and communicating the issue of ‘trying versus repeating” to
the governmental hospitals’ top-managers - as an example of
management practitioners who are originally non-specialist in the field
of management - so as to create their effortlessly awareness and
consideration to such an issue. This could be occurred through
utilizing an epistemologically.based approach as follows:

o Management should consider that the factors governing the
success could be conditionally ordered in terms of the “in-to-out”
responsibility concerning such a success.

o Management should consider that the “in-to-out” conditional
arrangement of its success governing factors could be key-word
shown as; hying, exploiting resources, managerial functions,
organizational activities, targeted objectives, and environmental -

variables.
o Management should consider that according to this perspective

trying will be the most independent condition affecting the
managers’ success. Trying is the hub of the management process.

o Management should consider that success is mainly an internal
responsibility of managers, that’s why they have to try and kcep
trying to reach the success or in other words the satisfaction of
organization’s environment.

Testing the hypothesis (2/16)

Thc null sub-hypothesis (2/16) that was based upon the non-existence
of statistically indicative significant relationship between on the one
hand, the lack of governmental hospital top managers’ adoption to the
academically right concept of management, and on thc other hand,
their need for epistemologically considering the conceptual ‘isgue of
“Last versus first condition in management” has been rejected. On
contrary the oppositely alternative one that was based upon the
existence of such a relationship has been accepted. The verification of
the latter was statistically justified according to two phases.
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Table (21) Relationship between the dependent v. (B) and the independent v. (C16)

Source: Based upon empirical study

At the level of significance, whereas the results could be
generalized on the whole research population, this relationship has
significantly been established. As the minimum calculated value of
(Ch)2 according to both person and likelihood were (439.78) and
(283.26) > the equivalent tabulated ones those were (26.3) and (32.00),
at level of sig. (0.05) and (0.01) respectively, and df equal to (16). The
sig. or (p) value was approximately (0.00) in all the times, this is
shown by Table (21).

At the level of denotation, this relationship has been confirmed as
statistically indicative one as well. In terms of the type, it represents
sort of causality, since the lowest values of both the calculated (F) and
(T) were (968.80) and (31.13) in order> their parallel tabulated values,
which were for (F) and (T) equal to (3.92) and (1.98) in order, at the
levels of sig. (0.05), with a df (1,183) and (184) respectively. The
highest sig. or (p) of both (F) and (T) was approximately (0.00) in all
cases. Moreover, this relationship concerning the form was linear.
Since the lowest value of linear by linear (Ch)2 was (154.77) > its
tabulated one that’s mentioned above as (26.3) and (32.00) at the same
levels of sig. (0.05) and (0.01) respectively, with a df equal to (16)
while sig. or (p) was approximately (0.00). The direction of this
relationship has been uroved to show a directly proportional one, the
values of the regression coefficient or (~3), those previously confirmed
by the significance of both F-ratio and T-test were positive-signal ones
and ranging between (+0 91) and (+1 03) Regarding the strength, it
was strong in terms of the direction and form, since the lowest values
of both (R) and (R)2 were (+0 92) and (0 84) respectively Those were
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var.
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Cal. sig.
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positive and> (+0.90) in the case of (R), while they were far> (0.50)
in the case of (R) 2~ All these values could be shown above in detail by
the same Table (21).

Statistical verification to the above tackled relationshiP could be
~nterpretatlv~y shown by ta~ng into account that there is an urgent
need for easily explaining and ~0~municatmg the issue of “trying
versus repeating’ to the governmental hospitals’ top_managers - as an
example of management practitioners who are originally non_specialist
in the field of management - so as to create their effortlesslY awareness
and consideration to such an issue. This could be occuffed through
utilizing an ~pj5temologi~1y~5M approach as follows:

o Management should consider that the factors governing the
success could be conditionally ordered in tents of the “out-to-in”
responsibilitY concerning such a success.

o ~anagement should consider that the “out-to-in” conditional
arangement of its success governing factors could be key-Word
shown as; environment~ variables, targeted objectives~
organizational activities, managerial functions, exploiting
resources, and trying.

o ~anagement should consider that 5ccording to this perspcctive
environment will be the most independent condition affecting the
managers’ success. Environment is the hub of the management
focus.

o ~anagement should consider that success is mainly an external
responsibll~ of ~anagcrs, that’s why they have to keep eye on
their organizations environment to reach the success or in other
words to be even able to try.

o Management should consider that environment is the strategic
condition that may allow the foundation, success, and continuiW of
organizations

Taken into account the “in~to-out” and “out-to-in” pcrspecti~s~ one
can horizontally consider that organizational success is based upon two
inteffelated pillars one is the perfontance or managerial tying and the
other is the role or environmental expectations. Those two conditions
of success arc in turn a function in ~0nsidering vcrtically all thc aspects
of ~~nagcment concept as ~~tcndcdly shown, in Figurc (2). th other
words, the ~~nagement concept could be more practicallY indicative
whether it is epistemolog~~ explained to show the significance of
its core aspects.
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In that case management could meaningfully expressed as Trying
rather than repeating to exploit human and nonhuman resources that are
feasible rather than available to organization as formal rather than
informal cooperation, according to the highest level of efficiency rather
than optimality, through practicing certain sort of functions - that are
technically top-categorized as planning organizing directing and
controlling, while behaviorally considered as endless ones - in certain
fields of activity - that are originally known as marketing, producing,
financing, supplying, and managing the human resource affaires, while
they may apparently considered as derivatively diversified in reality, based
upon the organizational philosophy and/or the very varied nature of the
fields of activity that are practiced by organizations - so as to rather than to
get the objectives attained rather than achieved according to the highest
degree of effectiveness rather than success within the context of internally
changeable while externally changing environment that conditionally
allows or doesn’t allow the existence, work, and even the continuity of the
organization.

Results and recommendations:

• Results:

The academically right concept of management is insufficiently
adopted by the non-specialist practitioners of managemeizt.

B The non-specialist practitioners of management are inslifficiently

adopting the academic concept of management due to the
hardness faced by them to get understanding it.
The difficulty faced by the non-specialist pcactitioners of
management in considering such a right concept is due to the
very specifically specialized way used by Vie management field-
authors in presenting it.

B The very specifically specialized way wed by the field-authors

in presenting the concept of managenent is actually occurred
because of the lack of using the other supporting fields of
knowledge, which are coping with tie backgrounds of those who
are non-specialist practitioners ~f management, for flexibly
facilitating the communication o!this concept.

m The lack of flexibility in FacWtating the communication of this

concept within the cortext of other broader disciplines of
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knowledge is return back to the delay in employing epistemology
for simply presenting it.
The delay in employing epistemology for simply presenting the
management concept is most probably return to the less
recognition and may be underestimation by the management
specialists and authors to the value that could be added through
utilizing this field - which is generally tackling the knowledge
philosophy and criticism - in more easily providing the
knowledge andlor concept of management.

Recommendations:

Turning the management authors! attention to the necessity of
seriously considering that management is not only practiced in
particular by the specialist managers who have had a managerial
study or background before practicing, but also it is widely
practiced by those who are not specialists.
Tuning the management authors’ attention to the inevitability of
reconsidering the concept of management, to be easily perceived
and understood out of the management field-specialists zone.
Turning the management authors’ attention to the urgent need for
employing epistemology to extend the knowledge-basis of the
management concept. So as to get more and more extensive
zones of management non-specialist practitioners capable of
correctly perceiving and consequently adopting such a concept.
Turning management non-specialist practitioners’ attention to the
importance of organizationally establishing an advisory unit or at
least a permanent committee that includes a balanced number of
specialists in both management and epistemology. Just for
getting the management knowledge precisely right by the former
while getting it suitably easier by the latter.
Turning management trainers and consultants’ attention for
significantly utilizing the epistemologists’ assistance in easily
communicating the management concepts while providing their
services to those organizations administered by management
non-specialist practitioners.
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Future research-relevant topics:

• Enlarging the managers horizon: an epistemological approach.
o Using epistemologically in creating Meta aspects for managerial

leadership.
o Reconsidering epistemologically the organizations’ incentive

systems.
o Getting managers perceive epistemology to facilitate the

communication process.
o Directing by epistemology the management of interpersonal

relationships.
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